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92 = (3, S) has as a base the collection of sets %(n, A) = { 
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substituted for uo, . . . , v,_~ respectively in IV. The result is denoted by 
w(ao.. . a,_1 ). Note that w(ao . . . a& is an m-variable word if do . . . a, _1 is. 
r TAc.cr 8.A c8~tf&tlnGnnc alrrna with concatznations a finite sequence of multivari- “J’LL6 0UW1. “U”“...ir).~i_ii ““Z’& 
able words can be reduced to a single multivariable word. Specifically, if wi is an 
e,-variable word and Si is a multivariable word of length ej for i G n, then 
W&o) * l l l *w&J is called a reduction of the sequence (wo, . . . , wn) (* denotes 
the concatenation operation). If is and 3 are infinite sequences of multivariable 
words then say that j is a reduction of G if there are finite nonempty sequences 
,* A$, $1, . . . such that iG=GO*Gl*=== and l(n) is a reduction of Gn for n E o. 
Define pre-partial orderings G and G+ on the collection S(L) of infinite 
sequences of multivariable words of L by 
s’ s-i iff .? is a reduction of ?, 
s’s’? iff s’ 61’ for some subsequence 1’of ?. 
For Z an infinite sequence of natural numbers, define S(L, e’) to be the collection 
of elements ’ of S(L) such that Z(n) is an Z(r &)-variable word for all yt. The central 
goal of this paper is to characterize xactly when (S(L, Z), S) and (S(L, Z), @) 
are Ramsey spaces. In particular, Y(L, 1) = (S(L, l), s) is shown to be a 
Ramsey space for finite L in Section 5 (where S(L, 1) abbreviates S(L, if) for the 
constant sequence Z(n) = 1 for all n). The fact that Y(L, 1) is a Ramsey space for 
L empty is equivalent o Ellentuck’s theorem [5] while the fact that Y’(L, 1) is a 
Ramsey space when 1, has exactly one symbol is essentially equivalent to 
illiken’s generalization [ 141 of Hindman’s theorem [IO]. 
This work is an extension of [l] and as such I owe a great debt to S. Simpson 
for sharing with me the conjectures which motivated our joint work. 
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by 1x1. 
The naturai numbers are defined so that n = (0, . . . , n - I) whenever n is a 
natural number. In particular, 0 is the empty set. o is the set of all natural 
numbers. 
Tuples are defined inductively using ordered pairs. There is a unique 0-tuple 
( ) defined to be @. The 1-tuple (x) is defined to be X. The 2-tuple (x, y) is the 
ordered pair of x and y. If II 2 2 then (x0, . . . , x,,) is the ordered pair 
0, (xl, l l l 9 x,)). This particular definition of tuples will be useful in Section 2. 
The Cartesian product A x B of two sets A and B is the set ol ordered pairs (a, b) 
with a E A and b E B. Products of sets are to be associated to the right unless 
indicated otherwise by parentheses, e.g. A x & x C abbreviates A x (B x C). A” 
n-fold Cartesian product of A. 
e a codomair,. If ction is defined without 
to be the range. The 
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convention Of assuming a function has a codomain will make the treatment of 
projections of filters in Section 2 easier. A function $ :A + B is an injection if 
Q = b whenever S(a) =f(b), a surjection if the range off is the codomain B and a 
bijecrion if it is both an injection and a surjection. AB is the set of all functions 
with domain A and codomain B. If f : A + B and X s A, then f 1 X is the 
restriction of f to X (the choice of codomain for f r X will be irrelevant in this 
paper). (ai: i E t ) denotes the function f with domain I given by f(i) = Qi. 
In many instances it will be notationally convenient o use a symbol with a bar 
GWX it to indicate a list, e.g. given functions f, g and h with appropriate domains 
and codomains 1 may define a function F by writing “F(,, jj) = f (g(f), h(y’)) 
for all IF and jj”, rather than “F(q, . . . , x,, yl, . . . , y,,J =f(&, . . . , x,), 
!?(yl, . . . , y,)), whenever (xl, . . . , xn) is in the domain of g and (yl, . . . , y,,J is 
in the domain of h”. 
To say that Ai (i E I) is an indexed collection means that Ai (i E I) is a function 
with domain % Aj denotes the value of Ai (i E I) at J Ai (i E I) is said to be an 
indexed collection of distinct sets if Ai is a set for i E I and Ai # Aj for i, j E I with 
i *j. 
If A is a set and n E CO, an n-ary operation on A is a function with domain A” 
and codomain A. An operation on A is a function which is an n-ary operation on 
A for some FL If Ai (i E I) is an indexed cc& -r- - -c::on of sets, then hn operation on 
Ai (i E I) is a function with domain Ai0 x l l - x R, for some in, . . . , in E I and 
codomain Ai for some j E I. An operation f :A, x l l l X Ain+ A, on Ai (i E I) is a 
projection if f is given by f (a,, . . . , a,) = a&. 
A finite sequence is a function whose domain is a natural number. 
( x0, . l l 9 G-1 ) denotes the sequence whose value at i in Xi for i C 12. So ( ) 
denotes the empty sequence, the unique sequence of length 0. An infinite 
sequence is a function with domain o. (x0, xl9 . . . ) denotes the infinite sequence 
whose value at i is Xi for each i E o. An arrow above the name of an object will 
often be used to indicate it is a sequence, either finite or infinite. There will be no 
tied relationship between the object denoted by a symbol and the object denoted 
by the same symbol with an arrow above it, e.g. s and s’ have no special fixed 
connection with each other. The domain of a sequence is also called its length. 
Notice that the length of a sequence is the same as its cardinality. If s’ is a 
sequence and i is in the domain of s’, s’(i) is sometimes called the r’th term of s’. 
If s” = (so, . . . , s,+) and?- (to,. . . , tm_ 1), then the concatenation of s’ and ? 
is (so, . . . , s,_l, to, . . . , t,&. Similarly, if s’= (so, . . . , s,_~) and T= 
( to, t1, l l l ), then the concatenation of s’ and ? is (so, . . . , snD1, to, tl, . . D ) - The 
concatenation in both eases is denoted by s” *?. If s’ is a sequence II s ljl’l, then 
5 - n is the sequence 2 satisfying ($ r n) *? = S. “kitial segment” and “sub- 
sequence” will have their usual meanings. 
If f:Aox- xA,+‘B and ii=(ao,. . . ,a,), where a,EAi for isn,. will 
sometimes write f (5) for f(ao, . . . , iGn j fclr COiSiiO 
The topological concerns in this paper are for 
most basic texts in 
possible exception 
ultra61 ter . 
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point set topology will contain the relevant results. The one 
is the Stone space of a set and the notions of filter and 
A 
Suppose A is a nonempty set. F is a filter on A if F is a collection of subsets of 
such that 
(i) A E F, 
(ii) ifXEFandXsYcA, then YEF, 
(iii) if X, Y E F, then X n Y E F. 
A filter F on A is proper if 8 $ F. Aii filters mentioned in this paper are assumed 
to be proper. F is an ultrafilter on A if F is a filter on A and either X E F or 
A - X E F whenever X c A. Using the axiom of choice, every filter on A can be 
extended to an ultrafilter on A. The Stone space of A, denoted here by St(A), is 
the collection of all ultrafilters on A. St(A) is topologized by using the collection 
of sets of the form {U E St(A): X 5 L/1 as a base. Notice that { Lr E St(A): X E U) 
is clopen, tiiat i-- , %)n closed and ‘open, since { &’ E &(_A): A - X E U} is its 
complement. Two basic and not very difficult facts about St(A) are 
(I) If Z # fi and Z c St(A), then 2 is closed ifp 2 = {U E St(a): F c_ U} for 
some filter F. 
(2) St(A) is Hausdorff and compact. 
Suppose A is a topological space. The collection of Bore1 subsets of A is the 
smallest collection of subsets of A closed under complements and countable 
unions and which contains the open sets, i.e., the a-algebra on A generated by 
the open sets. Notice that every Bore1 set is in the a-algebra generated by some 
countable subcollection of the open sets. If B is also a topological space, f : A --) B 
is continuous and X is a Bore1 subset of B, then f-‘(X) is a Bore1 subset of A. 
A pre-partial ordering of a set A is a subset G of A2 such that a s a, for all 
a E A and a 6 c whenever a s b and b < c for some b (using the usual convention 
of writing x G y for (x, y) E s). A is called the domain of s. If s is a pre-partial 
ordering of A such that a = b whenever a =s 6 and 6 ~a, then < is called a partial 
ordering of A. 
A semigroup is a pair (S, 0) where 0 is a binary operation on s which is 
associative, i.e., a 0 (6 0 c) = (a 0 6) 0 c for all a, b, c E S. 
Suppose A is a nonempty set. A partition of A is a set of pairwise disjoint 
nonempci subsets of A whose union is A. If p is a partition of A, the elements of 
p are sometimes called the blocks of p. If p1 and p2 are partitions of A such that 
each block of p1 is a union of some blocks of p2, then p1 is said to be coarser than 
P2* 
will take the liberty of suppressing parameters in defined terms when they are 
clear from the context. 
ve parts of the main theorems are accomplished in two steps. The 
is to reduce the topological question of whether a certain structure is a 
ore combi This is accomplished by an 
llentack’s roved in Section 2. The 
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combinatorial statement resulting from the abstract Ellentuck theorem is proved 
by constructing a system of idempotent ultrafilters. The notion of a system of 
idempotent ultrafilters is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the 
structures 9(L9 i?) and Y+(L, Z). In Section 5, gP(L, 1) is shown to be a Ramsey 
space for finite L. Section 6 contains applications of this result. ‘This section 
duplicates some of the work in [l] but I feel ihis is justified since thti notation 
here is quite different from that of [I] and the inclusion of these results makes this 
paper self contained. Section 6 may be skipped it the reader is willing to accept 
the Graham-Rothschild theorem on n-parameter sets (Theorem 8 of Section 6) 
and the Hales-Jewett theorem (Theorem 9 of Section 6) without proof. Section 
5, except for Lemmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, may also be skipped, but the proofs there 
provide paradigms for arguments in later sections while avoiding many technical 
complications. Sections 7 and 8 contain proofs that Y’(L, Z) and sP+(L, Z) are 
Ramsey spaces if L is finite and Z is unbounded. Section 9 determines exactly 
when sP(L, Z) or gP+(L, Z) is a Ramsey space if L is finite and Z is bounded. 
Results on infinite alphtiU,,, abet= are rlicclrccd ig !&~tion 10 TJrp fj;,nzi g&~~, it.---r-b&L_- _ ---_-.. ___ _&LIy 
Section 11, contains some historical comments and considers thz relation between 
the main results of [I] and those of this paper. 
sey spaces 
In this section a an analogue of framework for studying structures which satisfy 
Ellentuck’s theorem [5] is presented. This framework was described in [2] without 
proofs. 
t& 2.1. Assume R is a nonempty set, p is a function whose domain 
includes 0 X R, s is a pre-partial order whose domain includes R and 
B=(R, s, p). 92 is a pre-partial order with approximations if
(l)-(3) hold. 
(1) ~(0, A) =p(O, B), for all A, B E R. 
(2) If ti and B are distinct elements of R, then p(n, A) fp(n, 
n cf 0. 
assumptions 
B) f9r some 
(3) If p(n, A) =p(m, B), then n = m and _a@, _A-> =p(i, B) for i c n. 
p(n, A) is the nth qzpxkmation of A and the depth of p(n, A) is n. R is the 
ieniverse of 3. kf 92 satisfies (l)-(3) and in addition G is a partial order, then % is 
a partial order with approximations. If A, B E R and A s B, then A is called L 
reductiun of B with respect o 9. 
Suppose B= (R, G, p) is a pre-partial order with approximations. Some 
additional notation will be useful. If A E R I will let p(A) denote the sequence of 
approximations of A of positive depth: p(A)(n) is t 
A. If 1v is an approximation of depth ii, that is, a 
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iSf-2, then a(i, su) will be the unique approximation /3 such that /3 = p(t, A) 
whenever ey =p(n, A). If R is a set of infinite seqluences and p is the usual 
restriction function given by p(n. A) = A r n, i aen 3 will sometimes be identified k 
with (R, S) to simplify notation. 
Kate that a triple (3, 6, pj is a pre-partial order with approximations iff it is 
isomorphic in the obvious sense (stated precisely later) to some (S, S), where S is 
a collection of infinite sequences and 6 is a pre-partial ordering of S. 
Fix a pre-partial order with approximations 92 = (R, G, p) for the rest of this 
section. 
Assume P is the set of approximations of 9. The pro&c! 
topology on yz’ is the topoiogy induced by the embedding of R into “P which 
sends A to p(A), whera k P is given the discrete topology. 9 is closed if the 
collection of p(A) where A E R is a closed subset of “P. 
The diction of sets of the form {A E R : cy is an approximation of A}, where 
cy is an approximation is a base for the product topology. 
2.3. If 16 is an approximation and A E R define 9(/3, A) to be the set of 
reductions of A which have /3 as an approximation. B(n, A) is 9(p(n, A), A), for 
n E o and A E R. The natural topology on 92 is the topology generated by the sets 
Wn, A). 
The sets B(n, A) for n E o form a neighborhood basis for A in the natural 
topology. Notice that the natural topology contains the product topology. Unless 
otherwise stated, future discussions of topological matters will refer :Q the natural 
topology. 
. Assume X is a subset of R. X is Ramsey in 3 if for all n E o and 
/l E R there exists u” in %(a, A j such that S@z, Bj is either contained in or 
disjoint from X. X is Ramsey null if for all n E 01 and A E R there exists R in 
%(n, A) such that %(n, B) is disjoint from X. 
Notice that every Ramsey set has the property of Baire and every Ramsey null 
set is nowhere dense. 
9 is a Ramsey space if every set which has the property of Baire is 
ery meager set is Ramsey null. 
iom of choice one can show that if every set which has the property 
set is Ramsey nu!l. This follows froim the 
ce, that if (P, G) is a pre-partial 
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q up), then there is a subset X of P such that each element of P bounds an 
element of X and an element of the complement of X (this fact reduces to the 
case in which the cardinality of the number of e!ements bounded by any member 
of P is the same as the cardinality of P Itselfj. S&e the study of Ramsey spaces in 
cases where the axiom of choice fails is also of some interest (see [2]), the clause 
requiring that each meager set is Ramsey null is included in the definition of 
Ramsey space. 
If ~ZEO and AER 
=p(n + m, B). 
let %[n, A] be the triple (%(n, A), G, p’), 
Note that the natural topology on 
by the natural topology on 3. Also, 
space for all n E o wnd A E R. 
9[n, A] is the topology on %(n, A) induced 
9 is a Ramsey space iff %[r,, A] is a Ramsey 
2Z Suppose si = (RI, <I, pJ and 9& = (R,, s2, p2) are pre-partial 
orders with approximations. nd JZY : El-, _Rz. .z is a hwnomorph~m of 3, and 32 
if n(%(n, A)) = B&z, n(Ajj for all rz E o and A E RI. x is an isomorphism of Bl 
and %$ if JG is a homomorphism of Bz and %z and it is a bijection. 
a 2.1. Assume !%I = (RI, s I, p) and S&z = (R,, s2, p) are pre-partial orders 
wuh approximations. If 3t is a homomorphism of 3, into 9& tj,en JT is continuous 
and the inverse image of a nowhere dense set under JC is nowhere dense. 
Proof. Straightforward. Ci 
a 2.2. Assume !9& is a Ramsey space, s is a pre-partial order with 
approximations and JT is a homomorphism of 9& into S&. If n E w and A is in the 
range of z, then a2(n, A) is not meager and for any subset X of the universe of Ya, 
wiGi the property of Baire there exists B E %&(n, A) such that Sz(n, B) is either 
contained in or disjoint from X. 
roafe Straightforward Gag Lemma 1. 43 
In the case zr is a surjective homomorphism of !%1 into %z Lemma 2.2 implies 
that 9& is a Ramsey space if 9?1 is, and when x is an isomorphism %1 is a Ramsey 
space iff %_ is a Ramsey space. 
s is a pre-partial order who se &main contains the set 
s is a jinitization of $32 if whenever A, A is a 
reduction of B iff every approximation of A is a reduction of an approximatiiPn of
where for approximations CM and @, ey is a reduction of /!? (with res 
simply means a! s p. 
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If 92 has a Jinitization, then %(n, A) is closed in the product topology 
Straightforward. El 
. s9 is the pre-partial ordering of CO x R defined by 
GE. A) =& (n, B) iff n s m and A E %(n, B). 
Cl::ar;y, (m, A) 6 (n, B) implies %(m, A) c 3(n, B). In many cases, the 
cowme also holds. (o x R, a) is a generalization of athias forcing [ 131 (also 
see [I] and [2]). 
A sequence ((nk, Ak): k E w) of elements of cu x R is a fmion 
Akcl) =S (nk, Ak) for k E o and lim(nk: k E w) = 00. The limit of 
the sequence (Ak: k E w ) in the product topology is also cal!ed the limit of 
( (nk, Ak): k E CO) if it exists. 
Assume ((nk, A& k E w) is a fusion sequence and A E R. A is the 
limit of ((ni, Ak): k E w ) iff p(nk, Ak) =p(nk, A), for all k E 6.1. 
Straightforward. 0 
. If 92 is closed, then every fusion sequence has a limit. 
Straightforward. 0 
. Assume 9 has a finitization or, more generally, %(n, A) is c!osed in 
the product topology for n E o and A E R. If ((nk, A& k E w) is a fusion 
sequence with limit A, then A E 92(n,, A& for all k E o. 
Since A ,,, E 3(nk, Ak)) whenever k sm. Cl 
. If 92 is ciosea’ and has a finitization, then no nonempty open set is 
#meager. 
emmas 2.5 and 2.6 can be used to modify the usual proof of the Baire 
and has a finitization then 9 is a 
aire is Ramsey. This lemma can be 
xiom of choice. 
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order without minimal elements, then there is a strictly descending : 2quence of 
elements of P, i.e., a sequence pn (n E w) such that pn+l ip, fox all n E o. 
All of the pre-~:+l kers discussed in this paper will be ciosed and will have 
finitizations which satisfy the following two conditions. 
Al. Each approximation has only finitely many reductions. 
AZ. E %(& A), where /? is a reduction of p(rt, A) but not of p(i, A) for 
i < II, then there is A’ E S(n, A) sarch that C!?(& P 9 cr: 92(/I, B). 
Note that %(@, B) = %(vz, Is) in A2, where m is the depth of /S. 
If 3 is closed and has a finitization satisfying A1 and A2, then 9 is a 
A3. If Z is a set of approximations of depth n + 1 and A E R, then there exists 
B E 3(n, A) such that the set consisting of all the (n + l)th approximations 
of elements of 3(n, B) is either contained in or disjoint from 2. 
Theorem 1 is an abstract version of Ellentuck’s theorem [5] whose proof will 
depend on Lemma 2.8 below. The proof is a modification of Ellentuck’s proof 
and thus will use techniques of Nash-Williams [HI. 
Assume X E o x R. X is strongly dense if for all (n, A) E 6.1 x R 
there exists B in a(n, A) such that (n, B) E X. 
1 will write (cu, A) =S (n, B) to indicate that (m, A’) =S (n, B) for all A’ E 
%f~r, A), where m is the depth of a. 
. Assume 3 is closed and s is a finitization of 9 satisfying Al and 
A2. If (n, A) E o x R and Xc, o x R is strongly derus there exists B E S(n, A) 
such that whenever y is a reduction of p(n =t- k, B) but not of p(i, B) for any i < n, 
then (y, B) =G (m, C) for some (m, C) E X, with p(m, C) = y. 
The iemma will follow from the exisknce of a sequence {Ak: k E w) of 
ts of R such that 
(a) &=A, 
(b) Ak+, E %(n + k, A& for k E o, 
(c) If y is a reduction of p(n f ki &) which is not a reduction of pit, &) for 
any i <n -t-k, then (y, A& < (m, C), for some (m, c) E with 
p(m, C) = yc 
Given such a sequence, let B be the 
a 2.6, 
is a reduction of P(M + 
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(c) guarantees that (y, B) < (m, C) for some (m, C) E X with p(m, C) = y by 
choosing k minimal. 
AP is constructed by inducticlr on k E o. 
Le’i _tn=A. 
Assume Ak has been constructed. By A 1, p(a + k, Ak) has only finitely many 
reductions y such that y is not a reduction cf g(iP Ak) for any i c n + k. Let 
Yl, ' l l 9 y,,, list a11 such :** L.Jsing A.2 sevcrzl times construct DO, . . . , 0, E R such 
that 
(i) DC = ilk, 
(ii> Dj+l &@zi-k,Dj)ifj<m, 
(iii) for j < m, (Yj+l, Dj+l) 6 (m, C) for some (m, C) E X with p(m, C) = yi+l 
(if %(yj+ 1, II+) = $3, Dj+l = p3i suffices). 
Set AM =o,. q 
Assume n E o, A E R, Q! is an approximation and YE R. Y is 
weukly dense (n, A) if Y intersets B(rt, B) for all B E %(n, A). Y is weakly 
dense in (cu, k) if Y intersets %(a, B) for all B E 3(a, A). 
The fbllowing lemma will be used in Section 11 but not in the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Assume % is closed and has a finitization satisfying Al and A2 For 
(1) if Y c_ R is closed, then there exists B E %(n, A) such that Y n B(n, B) is 
closed in t!ie product top&gy, 
(2) if Y c R is Borel, then there exists B E %(n, A) such that Y n !3(n, B) is 
Bore1 with respect to the product topology. 
Recall that any Bore1 subset of R is in the a-algebra generated by some 
countable collection of ccen sets. Therefore, the following claim establishes both 
(I.) and (2). 
if l$c is closed for j E o, there exists B E !%(n, A) such that 5 n 
%(n, i) is closed in the product topology for each j E o. 
Fix a finitization of *% which satisfies Al and A2 efine X to be the collection 
of all pairs (m, C) such that either 5 is disjoint from %(m, C) or I$ is weakly 
C) for all j 6 m. Clearly, X is strongly dense. Choose B by Lemma 
n %(n, B) for j E cr). 
is a limit point of in the product topology. Arguing by 
) is closed in the product topology by 
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assume that p(m, D) is not a reduction of p(i, B) for i < n and that i sm. By 
choice of B, (P(m, D), B) < (m, C) for some (m, C) E X. Since 6) is a limit point 
of Y; in the product topology, Y; intersects S(&n, D), B). By definition of X, 
Y$ is weakly dense in (m, C). In particular, 5 intersects 9(m, D); 
contradiction. Cl 
* <+) Assume 6% is a Ramsey space. Let 2 be a collection of 
approximations of depth n + 1 and suppose A E R Define X to be the set of C in 
R such that ~(n + 1, C) E 2. X is open so there exists B E 9(n, A) such that 
%(n, B) is either contained in X or disjoint from X, i.e., the set of (n + 1)th 
approximations of elements of ~(PT,, B) is either contained in or disjoint from Z. 
(e) Assume A3 holds. Fix a finitization of 9 satisfying Al and A2. 
1. If n E o, A E R and CR is an approximation there exists B E %(n, A) such 
that either %(a, B) (I B(n, B) =0 or s(n, B) E 3(a, B). 
Let m be the depth of iy. If m G n, then B = A works. For m > n the claim can 
be established using induction by considering p(m - 1, a) and, if necessary, 
applying A3. 
2. Assume Y c R, n E o and A E R. There is B E %(n, J; such that if y is a 
reduction of an approximation of B but not of p(i, B) for any i en, then Y is 
either disjoint from 9( y, B) or weakly dense in (y, B). 
Let X be the collection of pairs (m, C) such that either Y is disjoint from 
%(m, C) or Y is weakly dense in (an, C). Any B E 3(n, A) chosen by Lemma 2.8 
satisfies the conclusion of the claim. 
3. Assume Y c_ R, n E o and A E R. If Y is weakly dense in (n, A), then 
there exists B E %(n, A) such that Y is dense in !%(n, B). 
Ifforeachn’anaradA’E 9?(n, A) there iis C E %(n’, A’) such that %(n’, C) = 
%(n’ + 1, C),, then construct B by fusion so that S%(n, B) = {B}. So assume there 
are n’ an and A’ E !3t(n, A) such that %,n, A’) = i%(n’, A’) and there is no 
C E %(n’, A’) with %(n’, C) = %(n’ + 1, C).. Without loss of generality assume 
A = A’, n = n’ and (by Claim 1) for any a which is a reduction of p(i, A) fax 
some i < n either %(n, A) f~ %(a, A) = 0 or %(n, A) c R(a, A). 
By Claim 2, there is no loss of generality in assuming that if y is a re 
an approximation of A but not of p(i, A) for any i < n, then either Y n 
or Y is weakly dense in (v, A). Let Z be the collection of approximations y SW 
th ly dense in %(y, A). 
he assumptions made in t 
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E 9(n, A) and m 2 n, Y is either disjoint from %(m, D) or weakly dense in 
(m, D!- 
Define _X to be the collection of pairs (m, L/ oh such that the set of (m + E!th 
approximations of elements of %(m, C) is either contained in or disjoint from Z. 
X is strongly dense by A3. Choose B E !%(n, A j by emma 2.8. B can be chosen 
with the additional prop y that (n, B) E X since X strongly dense. 
Assume m> E %(n, B). induction on k, Y is weakly dense in (n + k, D). The 
case k = 0 is true since Y is weakly de in (n, A). For the induction step, 
suppose Y is weakly dense in (n + k, D). choice of B, (n -t- k, D) 6 (n + k, 6’) 
for some (n -I- k, C) E X. Therefore, the collection of (n + k + Ijth approxima- 
tions of elements of !%(n + k, D) is either comained in or disjoint from 2. For the 
latter case !%(n + k, 0) would have to be disjoint from Y. Therefore, p(n + k + 
1, D) is in 2 W~IC * ‘-h implies Y is weakly dense in (n =+= k + 1, D). Since D was an 
arbitrary member of 9(n, B), Y is dense in !%(n, B). 
. Every closed set is Ramsey. 
Claim 4 follows immediately from Claim 3. 
. If Y c R is nowhere dense, rk E o and A E R there exists B E 9(;2, A) 
with no reduction in Y. 
Define X to be the collection of pairs (m, C) such that Y is disjoint from 
5?(m, C). X is strongly dense by Claim 3. Choose B E 9(n, A) by Lemma 2.8. 
Arguing by contradiction, suppose D is a reduction of B which is in Y. Choose 
m large enough so that p(m, D) is not a reduction of ;(i, B) for any i < n. By 
choice of B, (m, D) =S (m, C) for some (m, C) E X. Therefore, D E 9@z, D) n 
s %(m; C) n Y = 0; contradiction. 
6. Every meager set is Ramsey null. 
eager, n E o and A E R. Choose nowhere dense sets IQ for 
= Ukeo Nk. Let X be the collection of pairs (m, C) such that C 
has no reduction in IV,, for k s m. X is strongly dense by the previous claim. 
E 9(n, A) by Lemma 2.8. 
i$rgJing byi contradiction , suppose n is a reduction of B which is in 
and m large enough so that k s m and pjm, 0) is not a 
j for any r’< n. p(m, I)) 6 (.m, C) for some (m, C! E X. 
isjoint from I$‘; contradiction. 
sey sets are closed under complements and finite unions. 
8S 
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In this section the approach to indman’s Theorem [lo] which ;vas suggested 
by Calvin and carried out by Glazer is generalized. The central idea is to use an 
idempotent collection of ultrafilters (defined below) to construct sequences -with 
certain homogeneity properties. 
. Assume U is a filter on A and f :A -+ ri. f*(C) is the filter on B 
consisting of all subsets of B with preimage in U. If f is a bijection between A and 
B, then U and f*(U) are isomorphic and f is an isomorphism between U and 
f*(u)* . 
ultrafilter if U is. 
This manner of projecting 
Lemmas 3.1-3.6 are basic 
Assume U is 
(s Of )(U) = &f(w)* 
roof, Straightforward. q 
For notational convenience I will write f(U) for f*(U). Notice that f&J) is an 
filters has besn studied extensively (see [4]). 
facts about projecting filters. 
a filter on PL If f:A-*B and g:B-+C, then 
Assume U and V are filters on A and B respectively. U x V is the 
filter on A x consisting of all subsets X of A X B such ik! 
Notice that if U and V are ultrafilters then U x V is also. 
Products of filters are to be associated to the right unless indicated otherwise by 
parentheses, e.g. U x V x WI’ abbreviates U x (V x W). 
If V”isafilteronAifori=l,...,nandf:A,x~**xA,+B, Iwilloften 
write f (Q, . . . , U,,) for f (U* X l l l X p/,). 
Let U* denote the s-fold product of U: 
3.2. Assume gi:eAi-*Bi for i=d,...,n and F:A,X**-XA,,+B,X 
l l l x B, is giwn by 
IJ” Ui i3 : ( 
F(a,, . . . p a,,) = (g&4 . . l y g,,(-“,j)- 
a filter on Ai for i ‘=: 1 9 . . . , n, thert 
F(t’*, . . . , uti) = gl(“,) ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ~~l(“~~i* 
If n = 1 the lemma is obvious. 
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The case n = 2 can be established by unraveiling the definition of Y E gl(U1) x 
g2( w* 
The remaining cases can be established by induction on n as follows. 
Suppose iz = FE i 5, ivheie ni 3 2. Define 
C:A,x*=- xA,+&x’=‘xB, 
bY 
G(a2, . . . P a,) = (g&& . - l 9 cm&J). 
If u;: is a filter on Ai for i = I, . = . , n, then 
WA,. . . ) L;) = F(U,, U, x 9 8 l x U,,) 
= g*(Q) x G(& x l l l x Un) 
= g1( UJ x (&(Uz) x l l * x &( ?I,,)). 0 
X3. Assume U, V and W are fitters on A, I3 and C respectively. f’f 
f:AxB~C‘*(AxB)xCi.sdefinedby 
f (a, b, C) = ((a, b)j ch- -JJ 
then f is an ‘somorphism between U x V x W and (U x V) x W. 
Straightforward. El 
. Assume Ai (i E I) is an indexed collection of sets and Ui is a filter 
on Ai for i E 1. The indexed collection Ui (i E I) is called a system of Jilters on Ai 
(i E I). If each U is an ultrafilter, Ui (i E I) is a system of ultrafilters on Ai (i E I). 
Some additional notation will be useful. Suppose Ai (i E I) is an indexed 
collection of sets and Ui (i E I) is a system of filters on Ai (i E I). If p = 
/: \co, l l l , in) is a nonempty sequence of elements .of I then L.3 will denote 
Ai,x** l X Ai” and UG will denote Ui, x l l l X U,* Let A( ) = t( )}. 
II, 
k!iJdmmoa Assume Ai (i E I) is an indexed collection gf sets and Ui (i E I) is a 
system of filters on Ai (i E I). If pk is a nonempty sequence of elements of I for 
k=l n,~=61*..o*Ijnand~~Ad9A~“~.‘.xA~”isgivenby ? l l l , 
F(RI, . . . P %I) = ((.F*), l l l 9 (&))* 
Then F is an isomorphism between UC and U6, x . 8 9 x Uen. 
uction on the length of $ using Lemmas 3. I, 3.2 and 3.3. Cl 
is a 
f or 
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k=l,..., n, gk:Adk*Bk for k=l,...,n, @=j5+-.*@,, and G:ApB,x 
l l l x B, is defined by 
C(E,, . . 
l P %J = (g1(%), l l l 8 g&))- 
Then G(U,-) = gI( UC,) x l . - x g,,(U~,,). 
y Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4. 0 
Assume Ai (i E 4) is an indexed collection of sets, Ui (i E I) is a system 
of filters on’Ai (i E I), for k = 1, . . . , n, $k is a nonempty sequence of elements of I 
andg,:AGk-*Bk. IfP’=~~“.-.*~~,f:BIX---XB,-,CandF:Ap~Cisgiven 
bY 
roof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5. 0 
If 9 is a collection of operations on Ai (i E I), j5 is a finite nonempty sequence 
of elements of I and j E I, then $6, j) will denote the collection of operation in 
9 with domain A, and codomain Aj. 
Assume U is a filter on A and f fs an n-ary operation on A. L3 is 
idempotent for f if f (Un) = U. 
Calvin observed that Hindman’s theorem would follow from the existence of 
an idempotent ultrafilter for addition on the positive integers. Glazer (see [13]) 
constructed such an ultrafilter. 
Definition 3.4 needs to be generalized for what is to come. 
3.5. Asswae Ai (i: E i) is an indexed collection of sets, U, (i E I) i 
filters on Ai (i E I) and 9 is a collection of operations on Ai (i E 
Ui (i E I) is idempotent SOP 9 provided f (Ufi) = L$ whenc”er f E %@‘, j). 
If f is an operation ion Ai (i E I) I will write “Ui (i E I) is idempotent for f” 
rather than “Ui (i E I) is idempotent for cf}“. 
. Assume Ai (i E I) k an indexed co!!ection of distinrt S&S an 
is a collection ef operations on Ai (i E I). An operation F : Ap-+ 
an orderly composition of 9 if there dre kifc sd+.re 
4= (i!, . . . , i,, ) of elements of 1, gk E S&, ik) for k = 1, . en l ,n a 
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such that j5 =zi;, * l l l *f& and F satisfies 
F(& . . . * L) =f (SZ@l), l l l 9 g&n))* 
9 is dosed under orderly compositions if f E 9(p’, j) whenever f is an orderly 
composition of 9 with domain A,- and codomain Aj. The collection of orderly 
terms over 9 is the smallest collection of operations on Ai (i E I) which contains 
9 and is closed under orderly compositions. 
.7. Assume Ai (i E I) is an indexed collection of distinct sets and Ui (i E I) 
is a system offilters on Ai (i E I). If 9 is the collection of operations defined by 
f E 9(@, j) iff f(Q5) = ui, 
then 9 is closed under orderly compositions. 
e By Lemma 3.6. 0 
Lemma 3.7 implies that if Ui (i E I) is idempotent for 9, then it is idempotent 
for the collection of orderly terms over 9. 
For those familiar with many sorted logic, a very transparent representation of 
the orderly terms over 9 is provided by certain formal terms. Suppose a function 
symbol is associated with each element of 9. The jr-ary orderly terms over 9 are 
defined by formal terms in which n variables occur, each variable occurs exactly 
once and the variables appear “in order”. 
Assume Ai (i E i j is an indexed coiiection of distinct sets and 9 is a 
collection of operations on Ai (i E I) containing all projections on Ai (i E I). If 
f:Afi+ Aj is an orderly term over 9 and g : A, 3 Aj satisfies 
g(a0, . . l 9 a,) = f (ai,,, . . . 9 aiJp 
where i,< l 9 9 < i, and #ik) = p’(k), then g is an o f-derly term over 9. 
be defined by 
for appropriate projections p l s . . . , ph. El 
Ui is a fiber on i for i-l ,.,,., n, l<i,<-•<i,sn and 
i , X l l 9 X Ai, is given by 
p(al, l l 9 F a,) = ia,,, 
cases can be 
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. Assume Ai (i E Z) is an indexed collection of distinct sets and 3 is 
a collection of operations on Ai (i E I). 9 is finitely based if for each finite 
nonempty sequence p” of elements of I and each j E I, 9(p’, j) is finite and there 
exists a finite subcollection 9’ of 9 such that for each F E S(p’ * 4, j) with Q 
nonempty, there are it E 0, iO, . . * , in E II, finite sequences &, . . . , c, , f E W(p’ * 
( 
. 
rro, . . . , in), j) and gk E s(&, ik) such that 4 = & * l l * * i& and F k given by 
Assume Ai (i E I) is an indexed collection of distinct sets, Ui (i E I) 
is a system ‘of filters OII Ai (i E iI), j E I and X GAj. A tuple (ii) E A, is 
@ j)-homogeneous for X with respect o g and Q (i E I) if 
(1) {(X): f (ii, 2) E X} E ?I+ whenever f E 9@ * CT, j) and a is nonempty, 
(2) f (ti) E X whenever f E S(p’, j). 
Condition (2) in Definition 3.8 is vacuous if (ii) is the empty tuple. 
The following lemma allows the extension of homogeneous tuples. 
. Assume Ai (i E I) is an indexed collection of distinct sets. ?J\ (i E I) is 
a system of filters on Ai (i E I), 9 is a finitely based collection of operations on 
Ai (i E I) and Ui (i E I) is idempotent for 9. If (ti) is @, j)-homogeneous for X with 
respect to 9 an.d Ui (i E I) and h E I, then the collection of b E Ah such that (a, b) is 
@ * (h ) , jj-homogeneous for X with respect to 9 and U (i E I) is in Uh. 
The proof is essentially checking definitions. 
Suppose (G) is @, j)-homogeneous for X with respect o @ and U,, (i E I) and 
h E I. Choose a finite c* bcollectian 9’ Ed 9 as in Definition 3.7 with @ replaced 
by j5* (h). If f E W@*(h)*& j) and Q is nonempty define Y(f)= 
(b:{(Z):f(a’,b,i)EX)EUii}. Iff ~S@*(h),j)define Y(f)=(b,:f(a’,b)EX}. 
Y(f) E U, in either case by the homogeneity of (ii). Let Y be the intersection of 
the Y(f). Y is in L$ siwee there are only finitely many Y(f). 
Suppose b E Y and F E 3$!‘5 * (h) *Q, j), where Q is nonempty. Choose 
fE9’(j5*(h,i0,.. .,in),j) andgk&F(&,ik) for k=O,...,m such that o= 
&I*- - l * ijM and F is given by 
efine Z to be {(@): f(ii, b, isl) E X}. Since b E Y c Y(f), Z E U(i ,,,..., i
Therefore, { (2): F(ii, b, Z) E X} = ((2): (go&), . . . , m&J) E z} is in UG 
a 3.5. 
E@(p”*(h),j)andbEY, thenf(r5, 
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In this section the central structures of this paper, Y’(L, Z) and Y’+(L, Z), are 
defined and shown to have finitizations satisfying Al and A2. 
The word ‘“alphabet” is synonymous with “set” but is more suggestive in some 
contexts. Elements of an al&abet are often referred to as symbols. 
Fix a sequence vo, vl, . . . , v,, . . . if distinct variables for the rest of this paper 
and for this section fix an alphabet L. All alphabets are iacitly assumed to contain 
no variables. 
An n-variable word of L is a finite sequence w of elements of 
u,+} such that each of the variables vo, . . . , vu,+ occurs in w and 
if i <j < n, then ths first occurrence of Vi comes before the first occurrence of vi. 
W(L, n) is the set of n-variable words over L, W(L, n, m) consists of those 
elements of W(L, R) of length m and W(L) is Unew W(L, n). Eiements of 
W( L, 0) are called words of L, elements of W(L, 1) are called vtarkzbfe words of 
L and elements of W(L) are called multivariable words of L. 
Although multivariable words are sequences, I will not use the same arrow 
notation I have previously been using for sequences. Also, a multivariable word 
( a0, . . . 9 a,-4 ) will often be abbreviated as uoal . . . t~,-~. 
. If s E W(L, n) and t is a sequence of length n, then s(t) is the 
result of replacing each occurrence of Vi in s by t(i) for i c n, i.e., s(t) is the 
sequence w which has the same length as s such that w(kj = t(ij if s(kj = Vi for 
some i c n and w(k) = s(k) otherwise. 
Notice that s(t) E W(L, mj if s E W(L, n) and t E W(L, m, n) and if s E 
(L, n), t E W(L. m, n) and w E W(L, k, m), then s(t)(w) =s(b(wj), i.e., the 
operation (s, t) -s(t) is associative. 
. , tn and s are multivariable words of L. s is a 
. , t,, ) if there are multivariable words of L wo, . . . , w, such 
that s = lC,(wo) * l l . *t&w,). 
Assume S and ? are infinite sequences of multivariable words of 
L. s’ is a wediction of 1 if there exist finite sequences & for k E o such that 
f=Jo*T Q.. . and s’(k) is a reduction of & for k E o. s’ is a weak reduction of ? if s’ 
is a reduction of a subsequence of-i. 
ilection of infinite sequences of multivariable words 
tural numbers, S(L, if) is the collection of sequences 
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.s L is the partial ordering of S(L) such that s’s, 9 iff s’ is a 
reduction of 1. st is the pre-partial ordering of S(L) such that Z~t’i iE s’ is a 
weak reduction of 7. 
.‘4. Assume Z is an infinite sequence ol” natural numbe:-s. sP(L, Z) is 
defined to be (S(L, Z), sL) and Y+(L, Z) is (S(L, Z), etj. 
The following definition will be convenient in later sections. 
Assume Z is an infinite sequence of natural numbers, XC 
W(L, Z(0)) and s’ E S(L, Z). s’ is honzogeneous for X if either T(O) EX for all 
reductions -i of s’ in S(L, 5) or T(O) $ X for all reductions 1 of s’ in S(L, Z). s’ is 
strongly hobmogeneous for X if either z(O) E X for all weak reductions 1 of 5 in 
S(L, Z) or -i(O) $ X for all weak reductions -iof s’ in S(L, Z). 
The first step in deciding when sF(L, e’) or 9’+(L, Z) are Ramsey spaces is to 
introduce the obvious iinitizations. 
itio . Assume s’ and 2 are finite sequences of muZtivariable worl;js of L 
and b has length n. s’ is a reduction of 2 if there exist sequences & for k C n such 
that &,* l l l *?n_1 =? and s‘(k) is a reduction of _ik for k I: n J’ is a tYe& reduction 
of 1 if s’ is a reduction of a subsequence of?. 
Notice that the & must be nonempty in Defiuition 4.4. 
The following simple !emma is often helpful. 
.I. If (so, . . . , s,,,_,) is a reduction of (to, . . . , t,,_,), then 
Isol + . . . + ls,J = lf()l -I- l l l + IfA* 
Straightforward. Cl 
aL is lrbe partial ordering of the collection of finite sequences of 
multivariable words of L such that s’s, I iff s’ is a reduction of i. =$ is the partial 
ordering of the collection of finite sequences of multivariable words of L such that 
Ml I iff s’ is a weak reduction of 5. 
Y(L, e’) and gP+(L, Z) are special instances of a method of defining a 
pre-partial order with approximations from an indexed cohection of sets an 
collection of operations on it. 
s a collection o 
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sequence of elements of I. Let ss be the pre-partial ordering of the collection of 
infinite sequences of elements of A such that a’ G 6 iff there exist sequences & and 
orderly terms fk over 9 for k E o such that b’ = & * 6, * l l s and a’(k) =fk(&j for 
k E o. %(J& 9, Z) is the pair (S, +) w ere h S is the collection of infinite 
sequences Zsuch that Z(n) E AZ(~) for n E W. 
The assumption that the Ai are pairwise disjoint in Definition 4.11 was made 
for convenience. A natural extension can be made to the general case but will not 
be needed here. 
If $F is a collection of operations on a set A I will write 9(A, 9) for 
%!(Ai (i = O), 9, Z), where A0 =Aande’(n)=Oforallrt~~. 
. Zf Se is an indexed collection of pairwise disjoint sets Ai (i E I), 9 is a 
collection of operations on & and Z is an in.nite sequence of elements of I, then 
%(a& 9, Z) is a closed pre-partial order with approximations. 
Straightforward. 0 
Assume s& is an indexed collection of yairwise disjoint sets 
Ai (i E 6) and i is a collection of operations on &. Define the pre-partial order 
4s on the set of finite sequences of Uicr Ai by G =s 6 iff there exist sequences & 
and orderly terms fm for k c n = Ia’1 such that b’ = &* l l . * o”,_l and a’(k) = f&j 
for k c n. 
Note that Za, 6 implies Ia’1 < 161. 
a 4.3. Assume & is an indexed collection of pairwise disjoint sets Ai (i E I), 
A = Uie, Ai, 9 is a collection of operations on d containing all projections and e’ 
is an infinite sequence of elements of 1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
rf 6 is a finite sequence of eiments of A and a’ is a subsequence of 6, then 
as,& 
[f 6 is an infinite sequence of elements of A and a’ is an infinite subsequence 
of 6, then a’ sS 6. 
If every approximation of a’ is a reduction of an approximation of 6, then 
there are finite sequences 6,, for n E CI) und orderly terms fn for n E o such 
that cr’ = bO * 6, * 8 l l , ii = (f;,(&,), fi(d,), D . . ) and b,, * l 8 l * Gn is the shortest 
initial segment of 6 of which a’ 1 (n + 1) is a reduction for n E CI). 
a’ aSa d and d r n !s the shortest initial segment of d of which a’ 1 m is a 
m Si9 6 - n. 
ation of C~?(J& 9, Z). 
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approximation of 6. The conclusion of (3) uniquely determines 6: let 6: be the 
shortest initial 
&,I = R$+r 
segment of 6 of which a’ r n is a reduction and set & = 6; and 
y choice of 5, 
Z(C) -fC&). By choice of 6A+1 and b:, 
there is an orderly term fO such that 
6,+1 and orderly term 
Z(n + 1) = g(E) for some end segment Eof 
g. By Lemma 3.8, this implies tha.t ii@ + 1) =fn+I(6n+J 
for some orderly term fn+ 1. 
(4) and (5) follows from (3). E.i 
If 9 does not contain all projections then the basic open neighbo..,hoods of 
%(A!, 9, Z) may fail to be r!osed in the product topology implying %(sP, s, Z) 
has no finitization, e.g. consider the group with two elements. Ia particular, (5) 
may fail. 
a If w -I W(L, m, n), then PW: W(L, n)+ W(L, m) is &fined by 
Pw(s) = s(w). 
Form,nEm, Cm,: W(L, m) x W(L, n)+ W(L, max{m, n}) is defined by 
The names 
will not cause 
P, and C,, are 
any problems. 
ambiguous the functions depend on L but this 
9(L) is the collection of opeittions on W(L, n) (n E w) 
consisting of P,’ for w E W(L) and C,,,,, for it, m E ~4). S+(L) consists of 9(L) 
along with all projections on W(L, n) (n E co). 
. Assume f: W(L, n,) X l 9 l x W(L, nk)+ W(L, m). f is an orderly 
term over S(L) iT* there exist wi E (L, mi, tti) for i = 1, . . . , k SU& that ttil= 
max{m*, . . . , mk) and f is given by 
f( s1, l l l 9 Sk) = s&d+) * l ’ l *sktwk)* 
(+) Let 9 be the coliection of operatioasf on W& n) (n E 4 which are 
defined by equations of the form f(st, . . . , sk) =sl(wl)*- * l *sk(w$ Cleatly, 
9(L) c 9. 
. Suppose Si E (L, ni) and Wi E (L, mi, ni) for 0 = 1, . . . , k, m = 
max{ml, . . . , mk} and s =s&++)* l l l *Sk(wk). If t E w(L, m), then s(t)= 
SI(%(fl)) * l l l * sk(wk(tk)), where ti = t 1 mi for i = “I, l a l , k. 
roof of the claim is straightforward. The clai 
sitio se, every or 
that 9 is 
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b Assume f: W(L, nl) X l l l X W(L, nk)+ W(L, m). f is an orderly 
term over P(L) iff there are 1 ~j s l l l ~jh s k and ‘/Ji E -W(L, mi, nj,), for 
i=l,..., h such that m = max(mi, . . . , mr,) gnd f satisfies 
f( SJ, l l l , Sk) = Sj,(Wl) * . ’ ’ *Sjh(Wh) 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4. Cl 
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 imply that sP(L, Z) = %(& 9(L), e’) and sP+(L, Z) = 
B(s4, 9+(L), Z), where & is the indexed collection W(L, n) (n E w). 
.6. Assume s’ and iT are in S(L). If every approximation of s’ is a 
reduction cf an approximation of-i, then there exists a finite sequence I,, and an 
orderly term fk for each n E o such that 8= cf,(?,,),f,(-i,), . . .), z=&*ii,*- - 
and &,*=***_in is the shortest initial segment of 2 of which s’ r (n + 1) is a 
reduction with respect to eL. Hence, =+ is a f2nitization of sP(L, Z) if Z is n infinite 
sequence of natural numbers. 
Similar to the proof of (3) of Lemma 4.2, let f = (to, tl, . . c ). l%e 
conclusion uniquely determines &. Let ii;, be the shortest initial segment of 3 of 
which s’ r n is a reduction. Clearly, i&+i is longer than I&. Let _in = Gn+i - lGn I= 
( t m, l l . , tk), where IGn+,l == k + 1. By choice of rS,+l and &, s’(n)= 
f(t i* l . . , tk) for some orderly term f and i 3 m. If i = m let fm = jl Otherwise, 
t m9 l l . , ti-1 are all empty by Lemma 4.4. Define fn by 
f( n Wm,...,Wk)=HI,*.‘“*Wi-l*f(Wi,...,Wk). 0 
e If L is finite, tnen et and =$ sati$y Al. 
By Lemma 4.5, there are only finitely many orderly terms over S’(L) 
with domain W(L, nI) X. l l x W(L, nk). This easily implies that any finite 
sequence of elements of W(L) has only finitely many reductions with respect o 
+. Since s’ SL i implies s’ st E, aL also satisfies Al. Cl 
a If s’s,? and t 1 n is the shortest initial segment of? of which s’ 1 m is 
a reduction with respect to eL, then s’ - m st - n. 
y ‘Lemma 4.6. 0 
>n, thens’r(n+l)=?r(n+l). 
e(n) = e(n + 1) = l 0 l = e(n + k) =0 and e(m) = 
en Fr(n+k+l)= 
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(1) is true because Lemma 4.5 implies that if f : (L, n,) )( l ’ l x 
W(L, n,)+ W(L, m) is an orderly term over 9’(L), then p1z < 
max{pII, . e . , nk}. 
For (29, note that by Lemma 4.5, if f is an orderly term over F(L) and 
f( W, l l l ? wk)=( ),thenwi=( )forsomer’. 
To prove (39, note that by Lemma 4.4, if f is an orderly term over s(L) and 
f( w . . . . . wk)=( ), then wl=w2===e*=wk=( ). 0 
Since ZGLii implies s’ stlP (I) of Lemma 4.9 is also true with ~2 replaced by 
GL. 
4). Assume d and Z are infinite sequences of natural numbers uch that 
sup d’ G lim sup Z. 
(1) If L f: B and -i E S(L, e’), there exists ’ E S(L, d) nuch that Zs,?. 
(2) If L = 0 and either d never takes the value 0 or 6 G?es the va% o 
. 
. %y 
often, then for each ? E S(L, Z) there exists ’ E S(L, d) w& 9 - :I?. 
(3) Let d’(n) be the largest k such that d’(n + i) = 0 for i < k an& ‘- +e &’ from 
Z similarly. If L ;f 0, d(0) # 0 and sup 6’ s lim sup Z’, then for each 
7 E S(L, Z) there exists s’ E S(L, 6) with S+.-i. 
roof. In each case S-(n) can be chosen by a straightforward ‘nduction. Cl 
. Y(L, Z) and st sati@ A2. 
of. To simplify notation, let 9 be Y’(L, Z). Assume s’ E sP(s’ 1 m, i) and 
s’ rrneLz rn while s’trn dL‘i ti fails for i<n. By Lemma 4.8, s’-mdL?-n. 
If n = m, then s’ r n =z 1 n and s’ itself witnesses A2. So suppose m <= n. 
. lim sup@ - m) = lim sup@ - n) = sup(Z - n) = sup@ - m). 
Clearly, lim sup@ - m) = lim sup@ - n) G sup@ - n) < sup@ - m). s’ t m ++_ 
1 1 m because m += no fn particular, s’ 1 W! +? 1 m. By (1) of Lemma 4.9, this 
implies lim sup@ - rnj = sup@ - m). 
Suppose L # 0. By (1) of Lemma 4.10 there is E in S(L, e’ - n) with 
Gs,s’- m. (1 t n) * ii; witnesses A2. Clearly, (? r n) * iit, E S(L, Z). Tke require- 
ments of A2 are that (t rn)*ii,EY(n,T) and Y(s tm,(t rn)*G)sSP(m,S). 
The former follows from 15 sL s’ - m G,? - to. Suppose x’ E ?‘ip(? 1 t-n, (7 t n) * G). 
By Lemma 4.8, 2-m GL G implyirrg %, ($1 m) * ii, 5, s’. erefare, 2 E 
SiP(m, 9). 
Now assume L = efine e”(j) to be the largest k such that Z(j + 1) = 0 for al 
4.9, sup(e” - m) = li 
y (3) of Lemma 4.10, c 
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that G<,s’ - m. @ r n + k) * I? witnesses A2 by an argument similar to that in 
the previous paragraph. cl 
. If d is an indexed collection of pairwise disjoint sets, 9 is a 
collection of operations on & containing all projections and Z is an infinite 
sequence of elements of the domain of J& then %(J& 9, Z) and es satisfy A2. 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.11 using (4) of Lemma 4.3 instead of 
Lemma 4.8. 0 
The next two lemmas use the abstract Ellentuck theorem of Section 1 to reduce 
the issue of whether Y(L, Z) or Y’+(L, Z) is a Ramsey space to special cases of 
A3. 
Assume L is finite and Z is an infinite sequence of natural numbers. 
sP( L, Z) is a Ramsey space iff for all m E cr) 9’(L, Z - m) satisfies the special case of 
A3 with n = 0. 
By Lemma 4.8, if 1 E sP(L, d)(n, 9), then ? - n sL s’ - n. This fact along 
with Theorem 1 implies the lemma. Cl 
. Assume & is an indexed collection of pairwise disjoint sets, 9 is a 
collection of operations on & containing all projections and e’ is an infinite 
seqtsenc, vJ * ef e!e.ments of the domain of &. If es satisfies Al, then 9(s4, 9, Z) is a 
Ramsey space iff for all m E o, %(& 9, Z - m) satisfies the special case of A3 
with n = 0. 
-A1 srurpc. Similar LU LlAW +A +kn proof of Lemma 4.13 using (4) of Lemma 4.3 instead of 
emma 4.8. El 
As a special case of Lemma 4.14, if L is finite, then sP+(L, Z) is a Ramsey 
space iff sP-I(L, Z - m) satisfies the case of A3 with n = 0 for all m E o. 
Notice that Y’(L, e’) satisfies the case n = 0 of A3 if for all Xc W(L, Z(0)) and 
s’ E S(L, e’) there is a reduction 3 of s’ in S(L, e’) which is homogeneous for X. 
ikewise, Y+(L, Z) satisfies the case n = 0 of A3 if for all X E W( L, Z(0)) and 
s’ E S(L, Z) there l a weak reduction ? of s” in S(L, Z) which is strongly 
homogeneous for 
is a finite nonempty sequence of natural numbers. A 
ltivariable word s of is Z-structured if s is a reduction of ( wo, . . . , w, ) , 
, i.e., s = so * l l l *ss, for some 
?t,)ES(L,Z)ands 
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. Assume e’ is an infinite sequence of positive natural numbers and 
Z E S(L). s’ is Z-structured if s’ is a reduction of G where it(n) = arO . . . II~(,)__~ for 
n E o. If 2 E S(L, Z) and s’ is Z-structured, then -i(Z) is (f&O)), ?,(s’(l), . . . ), 
where &, -i,, . . . is the unique sequence of finite sequences uch that ?= 
&)s&** l l and _in(Z(n)) is defined for all n E o. 
Notice that f(s’) E S(L, 6) if s’ E S(L, d). 
Definition 4.14 can be extended to arbitrary 4’ but the extension will be slightly 
more complicated since the tn will not necessarily be unique. 
. Assume d and Z are infinite sequences of positive natural numbers. 
If G E S(L, Z)s 7 E S(L, 6) is Z-structured and 3~ S(L) is h-structured, then 
it(z)(:) = zq+t(s’)). 
Straightforward. Cl 
Assume Z is an infinite sequence of positive natural numbers and 15 
is the element of S(L, Z) with i6(n) = v. . . . IJ++~ for n E o. If f E S(L, Z) and 
x : Y(L, Z)(O, I?)+ Y(L, Z)(O, -i) is defined by n(3) =-i(g), then 36 is an isomorph- 
ism between gP(L, Z)[O, I?] and 9’(L, e’)[O, i]. 
of. First notice that i: is a reduction of s’ with respect o 9(L, Z) iff r’ = s’(Z) 
for some Z E sP(L, Z)(O, it). The rest of the proof is straightforward using Lemma 
4.14. El 
By Lemma 4.13, showing Y(L, I) satisfies the special case of AS with n = 0 is 
sufficient to verify that Y’(L, 1) is a Ramsey space. This will be accomplished by 
constructing an idempotent ultrafilter for the collection of orderly terms over 
9(L) which are operatia;~~ on WQL, 1) 
Fix a finite alphabet L for this section. 
If U is a filter on W(m, L) and V is a filter on VV(a, L), I will write U * V for 
C&U, V). Also, the following notational simplifications will be made for this 
section: v denotes vo, 9’ is Y(L, 1) and if U is an ultrafilter on 9 I), then the 
at U is idempotent for all orderly terms over which are operations on 
1) +$i% be more simply expressed by saying is idempotent . 
. Lf U is an ultraJilter on , 1) such thai 
idempotent. 
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4.4, 
f( s1, l l l 9 s,j =s1* . l l *ss,. 
Therefore, f(U”)= U*a l *U= U. 0 
2. If V and U are ultrafi!ters on W(L, 0) and W(L, 1) respectively such 
thatV*V=V, V*U=U*V=U, U*U=UandP,(U)=Vf~rallaEL, thenU 
is idempotent. 
Suppose f: W(L, n)n + W(L, I) is an orderly term over P(L). By 
Lemma 4.4, there are x1, . . . , x, E L U { 1~) such that 
f( Sl, l l - 9 sn) = pA,(sl) * l ’ l * pxn(snb 
By Lemma 3.6, f(V) = PX,( U) * l l 9 * Px,( U). Notice that f,(U) is either U or V 
for each i = 1, . . . , n and at leas! one xi is v in which case PXi is the identity on 
W(L, 1) and PXi( U) = U. Thus, f ( Un) = U. 0 
Lemma 5.2 may seem more natural upon realizing that its converse is true: if U 
is an idempotent ultrafilter on W(L, I) then there exists an ultrafilter V satisfying 
the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2. 
The following well known lemm a will be the basic tool for constructing 
idempotent systems of ultrafilters. 
Assume (S, 0) is a semigroup and that S carries a Hausdofi topology 
under which S is ccmpact. If the function x -x OS is continuous for each s E S, 
then (S, 0) has an idempotent, i.e., there is e E S with e 0 e = e. 
By &m’s lemma, let C be a closed subsemigroup of S which doesn’t 
properly contain another closed subsemigroup. 
Choose e E C. 
Since x -X oe is continuous and the concepts of closed and compact coincide in 
ausdorff spaces, C oe is closed. oreover, C 0 e is easily seen to be a 
subsemigroup of C. By the minimality of C, C = C 0 e. In particular, e E Co e. Let 
C’ = {x E C: xoe = e}. C’ is a closed subsem,,,_ ;aroup of C. Therefore, C = C’ and 
eoe=e. In fact, C= {e}. Cl 
a Assume f :X x Y-, 2. For each V E St(Y) the function U-f (U, V) 
is continuous. 
that the inverse image of each basic 
. Let T&Z. T Ef(U, V) iff {(x, y): f(x, y) E 
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. Assume U, V and W arefilters on W(L, k), W(L, m) and W& n) 
respectively. 
(1) (U*V)* w = U*(V* W). 
(2) P,(U*V)=P,,,&J)*P,t,,,(V) ifw~ W(L) has length ma{k, ml. 
Let f: W(L, k) x W(L, m) x W(L, n)* W(L, max(k, ca2, pz}) be defined 
by f(wl, w2, w3) = wl * w2* w3. Since (wl * w2) * w3 = Wi*W2*W3 = WI * (W2 * w3), 
Lemma 3.6 implies (U* V)* W =f(U, V, W) = U *(V* W). 
A similar application of Lemma 3.6 yields (2). •J 
a 5.6. There is an idempotent ultrafilter on W(L, 1). 
roof. By induction on the csrdinality of L. 
If L = ti then by Lemmas c 3.3, 5.4 and 5.5 there is U E St(W(L, 1)) such that 
CJ * U = U. By Lemma 5.1, U is idempotent . 
Suppose L f 0 and the lemma holds for all alphabets of smaller cardinality than L. 
Cilaim 1. There is an ultrafilter on V on W(L, 0) such that V * V = V 2nd for all 
X E V there exists w E W(L, 1) such that w(a) E X for all a E L. 
Choose a symbol c of L and let L’ consist of all symbols of !, different than L”. 
Let U’ be an idempotent ultrafilter on W(L’, 1). By identifying c and v, &” is 
identified with an ultrafilter V 011 W(L, 0). More formally, define p : Ur(L’_ l)+ 
W(L, 0) by P(w) = w(c) and let V = P(U). 
That V * V = V is straightforward. Using Lemma 3.6 and the fact that 
P(s) * P(t) = P(s * t), v * v = P(U) * P(U) = P(U * U’) = P(U) = v. 
Suppose X E V. Since P-‘(X) E U’, the collection Y of (s, t) E W(L’, 1)’ such 
that s(v) * t(o) E P-‘(X) for all Q E L’ and s *t E P-‘(X) is an U’ x U’. Pick 
(s, t) E Y and set w = s(c) * t(v). If a E L’, then w(a) = s(c) * t(a) = P(s(v) * 
t(a)) E X, aud w(c) = s(c) * t(c) - P(s *t) E X. 
FQT Xc W(L, 0) deFne A(X) to be the set of t E W(L, 1) such that t(a) E X for 
all a E L. Let F be the collection of subsets Y of W(L, 1) such that Y contains 
R(X) for some X E V. Since A(X) #lb for X E V and A(X) fi A(Y) = A(X n Y), F 
is a filter. Let C be the collection of ultrafilters on W(L, !I) which extend 17 
) = V for all Lp E L. 
NW = !%L P;‘(X) for any Xc W(L, 0). IF@ 
WEC iff A(X)EW for all XEV iff P,‘(X)E 
P,(W) = V for all a e L. 
an ultrafilter o 
r all X E V a 
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suppose w E 63. If fi E L, then Pa(W * V) = PG(W) * V = V * V = V by Lemma 
5.5. W * V E C by claim 2. A similar argument shows V * W E C. 
W, E C, If a E L,; then Pa(Wl * W2) = PG(Wl) * Pa(W2) = V * V = V. 
By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, (St(W(L, 1)) ) * is a semigroup and the function 
W - W * 6 is continuous for each G E St(W(L, 1)). 
. C * V is a compact subsemigroup of St( W(L, 1)). 
C * V is a subsemigroup of St( W(L, 1)) by Claims 3 and 4. Since C is compact 
and the function IV * IV * V ts c~rrtfnuous, C * V is compact. 
Using Lemma 5.3, choose E E C * V such that E * E = E. Define LJ to be V * E. 
. Bj*U=U*V=U*U=UandP,(U)=WforaEL. 
First notice that E * V = E since E = W * V for some W E C in which case 
E*V=(W*V)*V=W*(V*V)=W*V=E. 
V%IJ=Va(V*E)=(~‘*V)*E=V~E=U, U*V=(V*E)*V=V*(E* 
V)=V$c”=U and U*U=(V*E)*(V*E)=V*(E*V)*E=V*(E*E)= 
V*E=U. 
Since E E C * V, Claim 3 implies that U E C. By Claim 2, P,(U) = V for all 
aEL. 
By Lemma 5.2, 0 is idempotent. Cl 
In the proof of the preceding lemma, the induction hypothesis was used to 
construct an ultrafilter V on W( L, 0) satisfying Claim 1. The original proof 
avoided induction by using the I-Isles-Yewett heorem [g] (Theorem 9 of the next 
section) in the construction of V. Say that a subset X of W(L, 0) is positive if for 
each integer 12 there are tl, . . . (L, 1) such that t,(al) * l .a * t,,(a,) E X for 
all al, . . . , a,, E L. A subset (L, 0) is called null if it is not positive. The 
ewett theorem can be used to show that the union of finitely many null 
sets is null. Let G be the filter of sets which have null complement and let M be 
(AI, *) is a compact subsemigroup of 
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for each finite L’ s L and n E o there are 11, . , . , t,, E W(L, 1) such that 
U@) * l -*t&&k-Xfix all aI,...,a,EL’. itk this change, the rest of the 
proof is essentially unchanged. Though Y(L, 1) is not a Rams 
L, Prikry showed that a modification of Y(L, 1) suggested by 
space. This will be discussed in more detail in Section PO. 
3. The collection of orderly terms over 9(L) which are operations on 
of’. Let 9 be the collection of orderly terms over 9(L) which are operations 
on W(LP 1). 
By Lemma 4.4 and the assumption that L is finite, there are only finitely many 
n-ary elements of 9 for each positive n E w, 
Suppose n is a positive natural number. If m # 0 and f E 3 is (n + m)-ary, then, 
by Lemma 4.4, there are orderly terms fi : W(L, l)“+ W(L, jl) and 
f2: W(L, 1)” -3 W(L, j2) such that 
f ($9 C =f1(Q *f*(0, 
where 1 = maxCj,, jz}. If j2 = 1, define f: W(L, l)ncl-+ W(L, 1) by 
_r;(s’, w) = fi(s) * w- 
Notice that f (S, ir) = f (i, b(1)). Suppose now that j2 = 0. There are al, . . . , a, E 
L such that 
f(t 2 Is***, m t ) = aI * ’ l ’ * tm(am)- 
In this case define ,” by 
P(% w) = KG) *p*,(w)* 
If f g is the function defined by 
f (t I f,** . , tm) = t(V) * t2(a2) * l . l * tm(am), 
then f @, 5) =f(& P,,QfG(Z))). There are only finitely many f and the coilection ~i 
f provides a witness for the verification that 9 is finitely based. t] 
. Assume U is arz idempotent ultrafilter on W (L, 1). If X E U there 
exists s’ E S(L, 1) such that T(O) E X fo.r all reductions ? of s’ in S(L, 1). 
Using Lemma 3.10, construct Z(n) by induction on aa so that 
(s’(O), l = l 9 Z(n)) is homogeneous for X with respect to 9 ariG 2’. If 7 is a 
reduction of s’, then $0) has the form f ($ 1 n) for some orderly term f over 9( 
and n E w. Therefore, s” satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. h7 
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Let U be an idempotent ultrafilter on W(L, 1). Let X’ be the collection of 
w E W( L, 1) such that ($ r n)(w) E -]yp where it is the length of w. 
Suppose X’ E U. By the previous lemma, there is T E S(L, 1) such that 
Z(0) E X’ for all reductions 2 of ?, i.e., for all reductions E of ?, (Z 1 n)@(O)) E X, 
where y1 is the length of Z(0). Let I= s’(F). If G is a reduction of 1, then G = s’(Z) 
for some reduction Z of 3 in which case G(0) = (g 1 nj(E(Ojj E X, where it = ]E’(O)]. 
If X’ E U a similar argument shows there is a reduction 1 of s’ such that 
i+(O) $ X for all reductions + of 3. 0 
. Y(L, 1) is a Ramsey space for finite L. 
By Lemmn 4.13, the theorem is equivalent o showing Sp satisfies A3 with 
n = 0 which follows immediately from Lemma 5.9. Cl 
Many standard results of Ramsey theory are easily derived from the fact that 
sP(L, 1) is a Ramsey space for finite E. This section contains proofs of Ellentuck’s 
theorem [S] (which generalizes earlier work of Ramsey [16], Nash-Williams [ 151, 
Galvin and Frikry [6] and Silver [I’?], Millike n’s extension [14] of Hindman’s 
theorem [lo] and the dual Ellentuck theorem [l]. I will also derive the 
Hales-Jewett theorem [8] and the Graham-Rothschild theorem on n-parameter 
sets [7] which will be used in later sections. 
% is the triple ([@, p, s) where [o)” consists of all infinite 
subsets of o, i(n, A j is the set consisting of the first n elements of =4 and A s B 
iffAggB. 
Note that 8 is a partial order with approximations. 
3 (Ellentuck [5]). 8 is a Ramsey space. 
. Eefin~ R bijection z : S(B), 1)-a [o]” so that .n(s’) is the set of integers 
l . l + Is”(n)1 - 1) where 12 E o (1 is subtracted to allow the value 0 to be 
attained). 0ne easily checks that 31: is an isomorphism between Y( 
amsey space, 8 is also a Ramsey space by Lemma 2.2. 0 
and y are finite nonempty sets of natural numbers 
t clement of x is less than the least element of y. 
will write x<y if the 
x’(n) <Z(n + 1) for all 
of finitely many of the 
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n E o, p(n, 2) =x’ r n and 3 ~2 iff each P(n) is the union 
sets Z(m) for m E 0. , 
clearly, JM is a partial order with approximations. 
illiken 1141). & is g Ramey space. 
Let L = (a), 5;?= 9’(L, 1) and for w E: (L, 1) define set(w) to be 
(i) -v}. If s’= (S(), s1, . . . ) E S(L, 1) let set& n) be set(s,,(a) * l 9 . * 
&l-d4 *s,w), i.e., the set of places in so I* * - l , where s,, has a variable. Let 
M be the universe of A. Let x: S(L, I)+ be given by (x(Z))(n) = set@, n). 
A straightforward argument shows that n is surjective homomorphism of 
9’(L, 1) into JK since Y(E, 1) is a Ramsey space, so is .M by Lemma 2.2. 0 
5 (Hindman [lo)]. If o = Co U l l 0 U C,, there exists an infinite subset X 
i e n such that the sum t?f the elements of x is in Ci whenever x is a finite 
nonempty subset of X. 
of. As in [ 141, let Cl be the collection of finite nonempty sets x of natural 
numbers uch that 1x1 E Ci. By several applications of A3, find x’ in the universe of 
A and i s n such that y’(0) E Cl whenever p is a reduction c i 2. I may assume 
[x’(ar)j < Ix’(n + 1)l for n E &o. Let X = { Ix’(n)l: n E 0). 0 
Theorem 5 implies the following generalization of itself. 
IJ- (S, 0) is cy semigroup and 9 consists of 0 along with all projections 
on S, then B(S, 9) is a Rwmey space. 
roof, Suppose a’ E “S, n E o and X c_ “S has the property of Baire. To simplify 
notation let 59 be 9(S, 9). It suffices to find 6 E %(n, a’) such that W(n, 6) is 
either contained in or disjoint from X and to show %(n, a’) is not meager. 
Let M and R be the ~siversea of A and -3 respectively; Define 3t : M+ R by 
3@)(n) = G(iO) 0 l l =Gi@,,), where Z(n) = (i”, . . . ) i,) and I& l = = c i,. 
The proof of the following claim is straightforward. Details are left to the 
reader. 
n(A(n, 2)) = %(n, x(Z)) for all n E o and x’ E 9 and the range of it is 
y Lemma 2.2 there exists 6 E %(n, a’) such that %(n, 6) is either contained in 
or disjoint from X and %(n, Z) is not meager. Cl 
ingly kss interesting result is that if the projection fu 
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included ;md SF = { 0 }, then B(S, 9) is a Ramsey space. This can be proved using 
Ellentuck’s theorem and making preliminary simplifications with Ramsey’s 
theorem. 
The next application is a result from [l] which is an infinitary version of the 
Graham-Rothschild theorem on n-parameter sets [7]. 
Assume L is an alphabet. An o-variable word of L is an infinite 
sequence S of’elements of L U {v,: n E o} such that each v, is a term of S and if 
m <n, then the first occurrence of v, is before the first occurrence of v,. 
W(L, w) is the collection of o-variable words over L. If S E W(L, o) and T is an 
infinite sequence then S(T) is the result of simultaneously replacing each 
occurrence of v, in S by T(n), i.e., S(T) is the infinite sequence W such that 
W(m) = T(n) if S(m) = v, for some n and W(m) = S(m) otherwise. 
As with multivariable words, if S, T, W E W(L, 
For the following proofs, an alternate way of 
and o-variable words is sometimes useful. 
w), then S(T)(W) = S(T(W)). 
looking at multivariable words 
Assume L is an alphabet and X is a set. A partition p of L U X is 
an L-partion’of X if each block of p contains at most one element of L. 
. Assume p is an L-partition of X and x is a block of p. If a E L and 
a E x, then x is the a-block of p. If x is the a-block of p for some a E L, then x is 
called an L-block of p. If x is disjoint from L then x is a -free block of p. If x is a 
free block of p, the minimai element of x is a leader of p. 
I will now describe a natural correspondence between W(L, w) and the set of 
L-partitions of o which have infinitely many free blocks. A similar correspon- 
dence can be made between W(L, n, m) and the collection of L-partitions of 
10 . . , m - 1) which have n free blocks. 
$;ppose SE W(L, w). p(S) l 1s the L-partition of o described as follows. If 
a E L, the a-block of p(S) is {a} U {m E o: S(m) = a}. For each n E CO, (m E 
d;o: S(m) = v,} is a free block of p(S). p is a bijection between W(L, w) and the 
set of L-partitions of CO with infinitely many free blocks. 
. Assume L is an alphabet. ‘IV(L) is the triple ( 
= o (almost any arbitrary choice will do), p(n + 1, S) is the longest 
t of S in $V(L, S r m where m is minimal such that 
SsTiff s=T( (L, 4. 
), W(L) is a parCal order 
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many leaders. For n E O, let the nth block of o be the block whose minimal 
element is the nth leader of o (note that the smallest leader of 0 is the 0th leader 
of 0). 
Viewing elements of W (L, cr)) as L-partitions makes some arguments easier 
conceptually. A useful fact is that ,S is a reduction of 7’ with respect o ON’(L) iff 
p(S) is coarser than p(T). re generally S E Y(L, m)(n, T) iif p(S) is coarser 
than p(T) and the first y1 leaders of p(T) are leaders of p(S). 
7 (Carlson-Simp&ion [I]). If L is finite, then W(L) is a Pwmey space. 
roof. Define a partial crdering e sf W(L) by ss t iff s = t(w) for some 
w E W(L). The proof of the following claim is easy and is left to the reader. 
a is a finitization of ‘W(L) which satisfies Al. 
Claim 2. W(L) and e satisfy A2. 
Claim 2 is most easily seen by viewing elements of W(L, W; as L-partitions. 
Details are left to the reader. 
Claim 3, Assume L’ is a finite alphabet. If S E W(L’, w) and Xc W(L’, 0) there 
exists a reduction T of S such that either the 1st approximation of W is in X for all 
reductions W of T or the 1st approximation of W is not in X for all reductions W 
of T. 
To simplify notation, let W’ be ‘W(L’, w). 
Suppose S E W(L’, w) and Xc W(L’, 0). Define h :S l)+ W(L, o) so that 
h(G) = W&J,) * wl(q) * l l l , where G = ( wU, wl, . . .). Define it: P’(L’, l)-, 
W(0, S) by z(G) = S(h(i?)). Note that the 1st approximation of n(G) s(w), 
where w is the largest initial segment of iii(O) in W(L’, 0), and s is the (Iw I+ 1)th 
approximation of S Iket X’ = {G E S(L’, 1): the 1st approximation of z(G) is in 
X). X’ is open, evzz In the product topology. Choose ?E S(L’, 1) such that 
either all reductions of f are in X’ or none are in X’. Set T = z(T). A simple 
argument shows that if W is a reduction of T then the 1st approximation of W is 
the same as the 1st approximation of z(G) for some reduction r;3 of ?. This 
impiies the concPusEon of the claim. 
. W(L) satisfies A3. 
Suppose S ~5 w), n o o and X is a set of approxi 
i.e., X s W(L, 0 simplify notation, let 
symbols co, D . . !, cn+. There is a natural 
(n, S) obtained by viewing vO, . . . , v,_ 1 a 
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letting 21,, 21,+1, . . l be the variables. Formal?y, define n: W(n, S)+ W(U, w) by 
J&(S) =S(c(). . . C~_~V(jVl . * s ). Set W = VV(L’, co) and T = z(S). n is an injection 
with range W’(0, T) such that for all reductions W of S, the 1st reduction of 
n(W) is s(cOcl . D . cn+ ) where s is the (n + 1)th reduction of S. Define X’ to be 
the collection of elements of W(L’, 0) of the form w(cOcI . . . c,+), where w E X. 
Using an application of the previous claim to _X’, there is a reduction W of S such 
that either the (n + 1)th approximation of all reductions of W are elements of X 
or ncne are elements of X. 
By the abstract Ellentuck theorem (Theorem 1 in Section 2), ‘W( L, o) is a 
Ramsey space. Cl 
The dual Ellentuck theorem is the special case of the previous theorem with 
L = 8. It is, in fact, equivalent o the previous theorem by an argument like that 
used to derive Claim 4 from Claim 3. 
The Graham-Rothschild theorem on n-parameter sets [7] follows from 
Theorem 7. The statement below is a translation into the terminology of 
multivariable words. 
core (Graham-Rothschild). Assume L is a finite alphabet. If n < m are in 
co, there exists k so large that whenever X E W(L, n, k) there exists w E 
W(L, m, k) such that either w(t) E X for all t E W(L, n, m), or w(t) $X for all 
t E W(L, 12, m). 
Argue by contradiction. For each k E o choose Xk c W(L, n, k) which 
contradicts the conclusion. Let X = Ukeo X,. X s W(L, n) so X is a set of 
approximations of depth n + 1. By Theorem 7, there is S E W(L, a) such that 
either the (n + I)th approximation of T is in X for all reductions T of S or the 
(n + 1)th approximation of T is not in X for all reductions T of S. If w is the 
(m + f)th approximation of S, then w E W(L, m) and either w(t) E X for all 
t E W(L, n, m) or w(i) $ X for all t E W(L, n, m). This contradicts the choice of 
X,, where k = Iwl. 12 
The final application is the ales-Jewett theorem [g], rephrased here in the 
language of variable words. 
ales-Jewett). Assume finite nonempty alphabet. For n E o 
large that for any X , 0, n) there exist t, , . . . , tm E W( L, 1) 
. - * tm has length n wfld eith9 t&,) * e . l * tJa,) E X for all 
ort,(Q,)*~~~*t,(Cil,)&~~f~ra~la,,...,a,EL. 
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s e X iff s(ca) E BJneo X,,. Choose s’ E S(L, 1) such that z(O) E X for all reductions Z
of s” or z(o) $ X for all reductions ? of s”. hRf sk be s(k) for k E CI) and define 
fl =s&)*is, and & = skfor%ks!?r. Ifnisthelengthoft,*~***t,, fl,...,fm 
contradio the choice of X,. Cl 
The purpose of this section is to show that sP+(Z+ Z) is a Ramsey space if Z is 
unbounded and E is finite. 
For the rest of this section assume L is an alphabet and Z is a sequence of 
natural numbers. Idempotent collections of ultrafilters will be constructed for 
9(L) in order to verify that gP+(L, e’) satisfies the case n = 0 of A3 if L is finite 
and i? is unbounded. 
itioz ?.I. Assume G E S(L). A mu!tivariab!e word .r is weakij, &structured 
if s is of the form f(iC 1 n) for some n E o and orderly term f over F(L). 
If G= (V&J, WI,. . . ), then, by Lemma 4.5, s is a weakly G-structured iff 
s = Wio(to) * l l l * IVim for some io C l 9 l C i, and to, . . . , t,> E W(L) such that 
wi, E w(L, I&l) for k sm. 
Le 7J. Assume iii E S(L, Z), Z is unbounded and either L # 0 or Z(n) = 0 for 
infinitely many n. There is an indexed collection of ultrafilters U, (n E w) on 
W(L, n) (n E o) which is idempotent for S(L) such that (s E W(L, n): s is weakly 
( I? - m)-structured] is in U, for all m, n E o. 
of, Say that a subset X of W(L, n) is n-positive if for all h E o, m 3 n and 
each finite subset L’ of L there exists s E W(L, m) which is weakly (it - h)- 
structured such that s(t) E X for all t E W(L’, n, m). X is n-null if X is not 
n-positive. Notice that W(L, n) is n-positive. If n = 0 this requires e%her L + 8 or 
Z(n) = 0 infinitely often. 
e Any finite union of n-null sets is n-null. 
Suppose X and Y are n-null. Argue by contradiction and suppose X U Y is 
n-positive. Choose h, m and L’ which witness both the failure of and the 
failure of I to be n-positive and pick .rC as in Theorem 8 (Section 6) (the 
Graham-Rothschild theorem o r sets) with L replaced by L’. Since 
X U Y is n-positive there is s E ich is weakly (i;, - IQ-structure 
). By the choice of k, there 
(L’, m, k) such that eith for all t E W(L’, n, m) Oi s@(t)) E 
oice of ~22 since s( w 
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Define F, to be the filter on W(L, n) consisting of all sets with n-null 
complement. 
. If U and V are ultrafilters which extend F, then U * V extends &. 
Since U * V is an ultrafilter it suffices to show that each element of LJ * V is 
n-positive. Suppose h E w, m - > n, L’ is a finite subset of L and X E U * V. Let X’ 
be {s E W(L, n): {t E W(L, n): s *t E X) E V}. Since X E U* IT, X’ E PI implying 
X’ is n-positive. Choose s E W(L, m) such that s is weakly (r? - h j-structured and 
s(w) E X’ for all w E W(L’, n, m). Lee x”’ be, the intersection of the fir;ite!v many 
sets of the form {t E W(L, n)* s(wj * t E X), where w E W(L, ,m, n). Since s(w) E 
X’ for w E W(L, m, n), X” is in V. s eC@s t-vi&&j *. l * * w&) for some 
i <***G,andq,,..., Z~ E W(L) such that h s io and “ii E W(L, I+) for i s F, 
iet h’ = i, i- 1. Since x” is n-positive choose d E W(L, pnj which 4s weakly 
(i3 - h’)-structured and such that t(w) E A? for all i 9 E ad!/, n, m). s *t is weakly 
(5 - h)-structured and (s *t)(w) = s(w) *t(w) E X for all w E W(L’, n, m). 
The ultrafilter U, is constructed by induction on n E o such that 
(a) Vn extends F,, 
(b) -pH’( Vn) = U, if w E W(L, m, n), 
(c) r/, * u, = U~*U,=b/,ifmCn, 
(d) Q, * Q, = L&z 
ht CO be the collection of ultrafilters which extend FO. By Lemmas S&5.4 and 
5.5, choose Ucl E CO such that UO* I{, = U,. 
Suppose 12 + 0 and UO, . . . 9 U,_, have been constructed. Define C,, to be the 
collection of ultrafliers U extending F, such that &,,(U) = U,, whenever 
w~W(L,m,n)withm~nandV*V~_,= ,U. Claims 3-6 will be used tc show C,, 
is nonempty and compact. 
For each Xe W(L, R - I) and finite subset L’ of L define A(X, L’) to be the 
collection of s E W(L, n) such that s(w) E X for all w E W(L’, it - 1, n). Notice 
that k(X’, L”) c A(X, L’) if X’ c X and L’ c L”. Also, A(X, L’) += 0 if X E e/,_ l 
since Bi’,_, extends F,_, . Define G, to be the filter on W(L, n) consisting of all 
sets which c&ntain A(X, L’) for some X E U,__, and finite L’. 
3. If U is a filter on W(L, n), then U cxsends C, iff PH,(U) = U,, whenever 
(L, m, n) and m en. 
As m the proof of Claim 2 of Lemma 5.6, C’ extends G, iff C,(V) = &-I for 
). Suppose U extends G,,. If m en - 1 and w E 
, pa - I, n) and WOE W(L, m, n - 1) such that w = wl(w2) in 
) 
- . 
)) = s( w,)( w2) = ,,,,(s)). Therefore, 
= 
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. Gn * Ge extends Gnc 
Suppose Y E 63,. There exist X E L&._ i and finite L’ such that A(X, L’) E Y. 
Define & to be (2 E lj:w*zEX) for w~W(L,rz-1) and set 
X’ = {F E W(L, n - I): Xw E U,_,}. Since U,-1 * Un-l = Un+, X’ E c/n+. If s E 
A(X’, L’) and E E A(Xw, i’) for each of the finitely many w of the form S(X) for 
some x E W(L’, n - 1, n) then s *t E A(X, L’) s Y. merefore, Y E G,, * G,. 
5. G,, * U,,-, extends Gm= 
If w E W(L, n - 3, n), then Ip,(G,, * U,& = Pw(G,J * P, 1 +I#&) = K-I * 
k w r +&_J~__~) = Un_l since P, l t,_lj(Un_l) is either &_I or U,,-2 depending m 
whether *Y r (n -‘P)EW(L,n-l)orw /(n-l)EW(L,n-2). 
6, Every element of G, * &_I is n-positive. 
y hdUC%iOi; fil.- -m 3 ba show that for all X E G, * U,,, , h E o and each finite 
sabset L’ of L mere exists s E W( L, m) such that s is weak!y (Zj - h)-structured 
and s(t) E X for a19 t E W(L’, n, m). 
If m = n this is obvious so suppose m > n. Assume X E G, * U,_, , h E o and L’ 
is a finite subset of L. By Claim 4, 
GQ *(G,, * U”_1) = (G,, * G,,) * Un+ 2 G,, * U,,-1. 
Sei~={t~W(k,n):s*t~X}, Z”={wEW(L,n-l):s*wEX)andX’={sE 
W(L, n): I$ E G,, * U,,-, and 2’ E U,,+}. X’ E G,, since X E Gn * U,_, E G,, *(G, * 
U&. Since U,+ extends F&, each element of 6, is obviously n-positive. 
Choose s E W(L, m) such that s is weakly ($ - h)-structured and s(z) E X’ for all 
z E W(L’, n, m). Define Y = n { Ystzj: z E W(L’, n, m)} and 2 = n {ZS(zI: z E 
W(L’, n, m)}. Since W(L’, n, m) is finite, YE G,, * U,+ and Z E Un+ By the 
previous claim, A(Z, L’) is in G, * U,+. Let X” be Y n A(Z, L’). s has the form 
w&) * l l l * wir(zr) foi some iO c l l l < i, and zo, . . . , zr E W(L) such that h s iO 
and wii E W(L, $J) for J ‘s r. Define h’ to be i, f 1 and choose t 5 W(L, m - 1) by 
the induction hypothetis o that t is weakly (it - h’)-structured and t(z) E X” for 
all z E W(L’, n, m - 1). Notice that t(z) E 2 whenever z E W(L’, n - 1, m - 1) 
since z = z,(z2) where z1 E W(L’, n, m - 1) and z2 E W(L, n - 1, n) in which cue 
t(z) = t(z1)(z2). This implies that if z E W(L’, n, m), then (s *t)(z) = S(Z) * 
t(z 1 m - 1) E X since t(z 1 m - 1) is in either Y or Z depending on whether 
z r m - I E W(L, n) or z 1 m - 1 E W(L, n - 1). 
. C, is compact and nonempty. 
et be the collection of ultrafilters U on 
Clearly, D consists of all ultrafilters of t 
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ultrafilter on W( L, n). Since the function U H U * Un-, on W(L, n) is continuous 
and has range D, D is compact. C, is compact since it is the intersection of three 
compact sets: the collection of ultrafilters extending &, the collection of 
ultrafilters extending G, and L). 
To show C, is nonempty, it is enough to prove there is an ultrafilter U on 
(L, n) which extends 6, and zuch that U * U,_1 extends F,. For then, U * U,,+ 
extends’ G, by Claim 5. To show that such U exist, it suffices by compactness to 
show for each X E U, +, finite L’ c_ L and Y E F, there is an ultrafilter U such that 
A(X, L’) E U and YE U * Un-,. YE U * &-, is equivalent to 2 E U, where 
2 = {s E W(L, 3): {w E W(L, n - I): s *IV E Y} E U,_,}. The problem is thus re- 
duced to showing A(X, L’j 612 is nonempty. This is clear since otherwise the 
complement of 2 is in G,, and the n-null set W(L, n) - Y is in C, * U’_l 
contradicting Claim 6. 
* If U, Vd,, then U*VEC~. 
Suppose U, V E C,,. By Claim 7.2, U * V extends Fn. If w E W(L, m, n) where 
m c n, then B,(U * V) = Pw( U) * e,,(V) = U, * U, = U,,. Finally, (U * V) * 
U n--l=U*(V*~*_~)=U*v. 
mmas 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, choose V, E C, such that V, * V, = V,. Define U, 
to be U,-, * V,. 
. Pw(Q) = Lk if w E =W(L, m, n). 
or mO2, 
F,(u,) = P,(U,-, * vn) = PUJ 1 (n-&?n-1) *P,wl) 
=P w 1 (n-*,wl-d * &?I = urn 
since P w r <n-l>Wn-1) is either U’ or U’ _1 depending on whether w 1 (n - 1) E 
w(I_,, m) or w r (n - 1) E W(L, m - 1). If m = n P, is the identity map so 
W-J = K* 
. U, extends Fn. 
Since U, is an ultrafilter it suffices to show each element of i/‘, is n-positi ,;e. The 
proof is similar to t e proof of Claim 7.5 using 
)=(Un_**Vn)*Vn= 
7. extends F,. The details are left to the reader. 
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s in the proof of Claim 6 of Lemma 5.6, 
u, * Q-1 = (Vn-J * vn) * v,-, 
= ?_I,_, * K * VP-1) 
= vm_l * vn 
= v, 
and 
= (UT-1 * vn_ij * V, 
= u,_,*v, 
= u,. 
Soifm<n, 
urn *v, = u, * (Q-1 * vnj 
= (V’* tJ,,_,) * Vn 
= v,_,* v.q 
=u,, 
and similarly U, * Urn = V,,. 
Finally, 
If L is finite, then the collection of orderly terms over S+(L) is 
fivsitely bred. 
e collection of orderly terms over 9+(L). By Lemma 4.5, 
ever b is a finite nonempty sequence of natural numbers and 
jEO. 
Suppose @ and 4 are ite nonempty sequences of natural numbers and j E w. 
Assume f E T(p’ * Q, j). Lemma 4.5, there are ,f! E S@, j,) and J2 E T(p’, j2) 
such that f satisfies one of the following 
f ($9 f) =f,($, f (%V =f2(% f (S, I) = h(S) *f*(f), 
* (ij, i) for so 
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a 7.3. Assume L is finite, Z is unbounded and either L # 0 or Z(n) = 0 for 
infinitely many n. If X s W(L, Z(0)) and is E S(L, Z), there is a weak reduction s’ 
of G in S(L, Z) which is strongly homogeneous for X. 
Let U,, (n E W) be as in Lemma 7.1. By Lemma 3.9, U, (n E cr)) is 
idempotent for s’(L). Let 3 be the collection of orderly terms over S+(L). 
Since U, (n E W) is idempotent for 9- and by Lemma 3.7, the empty sequence is 
homogeneous for 3 and U, (n E 0). 
Suppose X E Uzcoj. Using Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 7.2, construct .Q E 
W(L, Z(k)) and & by induction on k E eeb such that 
0 a sk == f (i&) for some f E 9, 
(b) GO*-. l *Gk is a finite initial segment of i3, 
()( c so,..., sk) is homogeneous fx X with respect o 3 and U, (n E w). 
If so, . . . , sk-l have been constructed, Lemma 2.10 says that the set of choices 
for sk which satisfy (c) is in Cl;,,,. Letting h = Igo * e l l *S& the collection of 
weakly (i;, - h)-structured elements of W(L, Z(k)) is also in I&~). Therefore, the 
choice of sk is possible. 
* 
s = so, Sl, . . . ( ) satisfies the conclusion of rhe lemma. 
The same argument shows that if X $ Ugco, there exists z weak reduction s’ of I? 
such that i(0) $ X for all reductions 1of s’. Cl 
Suppose L’=(a), Z(n)#OforallnE~andd(n)=Z(rs)-IforallnEw. Let 
h : (W(0) - { ( )})-* W(L’) be obtained by replacing u. by is: and v~+~ by vu, for 
n E &o and then removing the first symbol, i.e., ~(@I~I.J,.  . u,)) = 
s(avovI . . . v,_~ )-1. Define z:S(& e’)++S(L’, 6) SO that n((so,sl,. . .))= 
(h(s,,), h(s, jt . . . ). 
. z is an isomorphism between Y+( {a}, d) and P(B, i?). 
Straightforward. 0 
e analogue vf Lemma 7.4 for ;P( {a}, d) and Y’( , Z) will be useful in later 
sections. 
b z is an &omorphi&m between 9((a), 6) and 9(&Z>. 
ey space if is finite and Z is unbounded. 
at LY+(Lz Z) satisfies the special case 
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weak reduction s’ of is which is strongly t Dmogeneous for X. If L + 
the value 0 infinitely often, then the existence of s’ folio-Ns from Iemma 7.3. If 
and there is an n sue hat Z(n) = 0 while e”(m) # 0 for m 3 n, then s’ = ii; 
by (2) of Lemma 4.9. inally, if L = 0 and Z never takes the value 0 then s’ 
exists by the case L # and Eemma 7.4. Cl 
The purpose of this section is to show that SP(L, Z) is a amsey space for 
unbounded Z and finite L. The development here closely parallels that of the 
previous section. 
For the rest of this section assume L ie an alphabe: and Z is a sequence of 
natural numbers. 
.B. Assume i3 E S(L). A multivariable word s is G-structured if s is of 
the form f(G ” r n) for some g2 E o and orderly term f over S(L). 
By Lemma 4.4, s iti i&structured if s is of the form w&J * l l l * w,&), where 
iii = (JV(), WI,. . .), w, E W(L, Itil) for i GnandtiEW(L)foriSn. 
Assume 2 and 3 are finite sequences. x’ @y’ is th; sequence 
x’ * v - Ix’l), i.;. , x’ @ jf is the sequence Zof length max( Ix’l, IpI} determined by 
Z(i) = 
3(i), if i *E Ix”l, 
B(i), if 121 G i < IpI. 
Notice that (8, is associative. 
.3. Assume iG E S(L) and n E co. W[iG, n] is the set of all s such that 
for some m s n and s is i&structured* 
Notice that ifs E W[G, m] and t E W[fi, n], then s 8 t E 1% max{n, m}] and 
CL, k, m). 
Assume it E S(L). If w E (L, m, a) define 
cv(s) = s(w r k), 
_, 
r m, new define [ w m 
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There is some ambiguity in this definiti,on since Pb and K,, depend on I? and L 
but these parameters will always be clear from the context. 
f U and V are filters on W[i?, m] and W[C, n] respectively, I will write U @ V 
for K&U, V). 
Assume w E S(L) and U, V and W are filters on [G, li], wp, m] 
(1) (vQDv)~w==-uQD(v@w). 
(2) P:(U@V)=P:,&J)@3PI,r, (V) if w E W(L) has length max{k, m}. 
‘. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.5. q 
Assume s E W(L, n) and h E o. s is h-large if h < Isi and if n +O, 
there is i 3 h iuch that s(i) = v,_~. 
Notice that ifs E W[it, m] n W(L, m), t E W[G, n] n W(L, n) and t is Isl-large, 
then s @t E W[ii), max{m, n}] n W(L, max{m, n}) (if n urn the condition that t 
is is I-large can be dropped). 
Assume 13 E S(L) and si E W [I?, ni] fI W(L, ni) for i s n. If si+.l is 
Isil-large i < n, to =sO and ti+l =si+l- lsil for i <n, then (to, l l g , t,,) is IS 
reduction’of an approximation f ii, and 
P&j 60 l * * 63 P&j = t&J * l l ’ * t&j 
whenever Li is an element of W(L) of length ni for i 6 n. l 
Straightforward. 0 
. Assume iii E S(L). $[I?] is the co!!ection of operations on 
n E co) consisting cf Pk for w E W(L) and Kmm for m, n E o. 
[w, nk] --a W[w, m]. f is an orderly 
ee rly te over 
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Similar to the proof of X emma 7.2. Cl 
ssume iii E S(L, Z), Z is unbounded and L + . There $ an indexed 
collection of ultrafilters r/, (n E o) on WIG: n] (n E o) which is idempotent for 
9[iG] such that 
(L, n) and s is h-large) 
isin U,forablhEw. 
Say that a subset X of W[G, n] is n-positive if for all m 2 n and finite 
L’s L three exists s E W[G, m] n W(L, m) such that s(t) EX for all t E 
W(L’, n, m). X is n-null if it Xs not n-positive. If X is n-positive, m 2 n, L’ is a 
finite subset of L and h E o there exists s a s above with the additional property 
that s is h-large. To see this first choose s ’ with m replaced by m ’ where 
m’ = max{m, h + 1) and let s =s’(w), where w E W(L, m, m’) is chosen so that 
s’(w) is h-large. 
Notice that W[G, n] is n-positive and W[G, n] - W(L, n) is n-null. 
The rest of the proof is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.1. The 
details are left to the reader. El 
%I Assume L is finite and nonempty and Z is u-&unded. If Xg 
WjL, Z(0jj ‘and it E S(L, Z), there is a reduction 3 of iir in S(L, Z) whic,ct is 
homogeneous for X. 
Let 9 be the collection of orderly terms over $[$I. Choose U, (n E w) as 
in Lemma 8.5. 
Suppose X E ZJ~~O,. By Lemma 3.7, U, (n E w) is idempotent for 9. Therefore, 
the empty sequence is (c ), Z(O))-homogeneous for X with respect to 5 and 
U, (n E tu). 
Using Lemmti 2.10 and Lemma 8.4, choose rk E W[ii;, Z(k)] by induction on 
.k E UI such that 
(a) if k #O, then rk is ~rk-,~-large, 
(b) (ro, l 5 . 3 p;) is (Z S (k -I- l), Z(O))-homogeneous for X -j\rith respect o 3 and 
CJ, (n E f@. 
aving constructe rk for k E c’_‘# define s()=rO and Sk+l =rk+l- IrkI. s’= 
(so, sl, . . . i is a reduction of is by Lemma 8.2. 
a reduction of s’ in S(L, Z (0) is af ehe form so(wo) * l l l *s&d, 
L, mi, B(i)) fOS some Pni. y Lemma 8.2, l(O) = P&,(ro) @ l l l @ 
2 
S 
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. Y(L, Z) is a Ramsey space if L is finite and Z is unbounded. 
By Lemma 4.13 it suffices to show that sP(L, Z) satisfies the special case of 
A3 with n = 0 whenever L is finite and 43 is unbounded. 
Suppose G E S(L, Z) and X c W(L, Z(0)). A3 requires that there should be a 
reduction s’ of iC in S(L, Z) which is homogeneous for X. If L # 0, then there is 
such an s” by the previous lemma. 
Suppose L = 0 and define Z’ so that Z’(n) k the largest k such that Z(n + i) = 0 
for all i < k. If lim sup E’ C sup Z’, then iii itself is homogeneous for X by part (3) 
of Lemma 4.9. Also, if Z(0) = 0, then is is homogeneous for X since L = 0. So 
suppose that Z(0) + 0 and lim sup P’ = sup k’. 
Let O=mo<ml<-~ be the places where e’ takes a nonzero value and let 
&), 21, . . . be finite sequences all of whose values are 0 such that l&l G l&l G l l l 
and lim l&l = lim sup Z’. Set 
d=(k(0))*2,*(P(m,))*ZI*(Z(m2j)*Z2*-0. 
By (3) of Lemma 4.10 choose a reduction a” of G in S(E, d). Let 0 = k0 C k, C l l l 
be the places where d takes a nonzero value and define F’ to bc the nonzero part 
of F, i.e., 7 E: S(L, (d&), &), . . ._ _ )) and F’(i) = 3(ki). By the case L # 0 and 
Lemma 7.5, there is a red-- -,uction 7’ of r” in S( L, (d(kOj, d(k,), . . . )) which is 
homogeneous for X. One can check that the element ii of S(L, d) defined by 
j(ki) =1’(i) is a reduction of ? (using the fact that I&l G l&l < . l a). By (3) of 
Lemma 4.10 choose a reduction s’ of -i in S(L, Z). s’ is easily seen to be 
homogeneous for X. El 
The purpose of this section is to determine when sP(LP Z) and Zf+(L, Z) are 
amsey spaces for finite L and bounded Z. Theorems 12, 13 and 14, deal with the 
cases when L has at lest two elements, exactly one element and no elements 
respectively. Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14 will be used +k ..,rougho-ut this section without 
explicit reference and A3(0) will denote the case r’! = 0 of A3. 
Assume d and Z are infinite sequences of natural numbers d eL e’ 
every element of S(L, d) has a reduction in S(L, Z) and every element of 
S(L, e’) has a reduction in S( L, d). d =+ * ’ -L c iff every element of S(L, 6) has a weak 
reduction in S( e’) and every element of S(L, Z) has a weak reduction in 
S(L, d). 
e d and Z are infinite sequences of natural numbers with 
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(1) Assume Y(L, 6) satisfies 
Choose a reduction r’ of G in S(L, dj 
(0). Let I? E S(L, Z) and Xc_ W(L, z(O)). 
t s’ be a reductiorr of 5: in S(L, 6) which is 
homogeneous for X. Choose a reduction 1 of s’ in S(L, Z). -i is a reduction of iii 
which is homogeneous for X. 
The proof of (2) is similar. Cl 
. Assume Z is an infinite sequence of natural numbers, e is a natural 
number and sup Z = lim sup e’ = c < e. 
(1) If (c) *e’y Z and Sa(L, (c) *Z) satijies A3(0), then so does Y’(L, (e) *Z). 
(2) If (C)*z=;” C: and Y+(L: lc) *Z) satisfies A3(0),, then so does sP+(L, (e) * 
Z). 
of. (1) Assume sP(L, (c) * e’) satisfies A3(0). Let i6 E sP(L, (e) * Z) and 
Xs W(L, e). Let X’ be the collection of w E W(L, c) such that G(O) * w EX. 
Choose a reduction ? of t-2, - I in S(L, (c) *e’). Let s’ be a reduction of r’ in 
S(L, (c) *Z) which is homogeneous for X’. (it(O) *s’(O), s’(l), s’(2), . . . ) is a 
redwction of I? which is homogeneous for X since ihe first term of any reduction 
in S( L, (e) * Z) must begin with i?(O) *s’(O). 
The proof of (2) is similar. 0 
ition 9.2. Assume s’ E S(L, Z). s’ is canonical if whe.lever GI and i& are 
distinct finite subsequences of $ than no element of W(L) is a reduction of both 
I& and I$. 
emmrPa 9.3. Assume L # bb and sup Z = lim sup Z +O. If s’ E S(L, e’), there is a 
reduction -i 01. s’ with respect to sP( L, Z) which is canonical. 
Proof, Choose 7 so that 
irin + I)1 > C (f(k)(, for n E m. El 
kdn 
. Assume L # 8 and 2 < n. If S E S( L, n j dd: canonical there exists 
X c W(L, n) such that no weak reduction of b is homogeneous for X. 
Let W be the collection of z in W(L, n) such that z is a reduction 
- :- finite subsequence of 2. Fix a symbol a of E. 
Suppose 2 E W. Let (zO, . . . s z,) be the unique finite subsequence of 
of a 
s’ of 
which z is a reduction. z = zO( wo) * 9 l l * z,,( w,,) for some wo, . . . , IV, E 
of which has length n and at least one of which is voul . . . v,,- 
wo, l l l 9 w, are uniquely determined by ut z in X iff tkre exists i s f3 such 
that Wi = voae . . a and Wj # av,,v la _ . . a 
roof ‘of tine following claim is str 
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If (to, h, l ’ 0) 3s a weak reduction of b in S(L, n), then ta* tl(voa . . . a) E 
to* tl(avov,a l . . a) $X- 
ore severe examples of the failure of A3 can be constructed by counting the 
alternations of voa . . . a and avovla. . . a in wo, . . . , Iv,. El 
Assume 2 G IL1 and 1 <n. If s’ E S(L, n) is canonical there exists 
X c W(L, such that no weak reduction of s’ is homogeneous for X. 
Let be defined as in the proof of Lemma 9.4 and fix distinct symbols a 
and 6 of L. 
Suppose 2 E W. Let (zo, . . . , z, ) be the unique finite subsequence of s’ of 
which z is a reduction. Let wo, . . . , w, be the unique elements of W(L) such that 
z=z()(w())*-•*2, (w,J. Put z in X iff there exists i G n such that wi = a . . . avo 
and wj+b.. . ho, whenever i c j G n. 
As before the fol.lowing easily verified claim sufices. 
If (to, h, l l l ) is a weak reduction of s’ in S(L, n), then to * t&a . . . a~) E 
to*tl(6.. . bvo)$X. •J 
. If L is finite then gP+(L, 1) satisfies A3(0). 
Let d= (1,2,3,. . . ). Define Z E S( L, d) to be 
( wo(vo), wl(vo) * W(Q), 4~~) * w&j * w~(JJ~), . . . i t 
where I?= (wo, wl,. . .) is in S(L, 1). Notice that if i: is a weak reduction of Z in 
S( L, 1 j, then T is a weak reduction of ii;. 
Suppose X E W( L, 2). Apply Theorem 10 (Section 7) to get a reduction & of Z 
in S(L, d) which is strongly homogeneous for X. Let s’ be a reduction of ZI in 
S(L, 1). cl 
If L is finite and Z = (0, 1, 1, 1, . . . ), the;2 sP(L, Z) and Y+( L, Z) 
reduction of G in 
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. If L is finite, 2 c IL1 and e’ is bounded, then sP(L, Z) is a Ramsey 
space iff Y+(L, Z) is a Ramsey space iff lim sup Z G 1. 
t is sufhcient o show that 9’(L, Z) and P(L, Z) satisfy A3(0) whenever 
lim sup Z s 1 and if 1 < lim sup e’ there are ml and rn2 such that Y(L, Z - m,) and 
Y+(L, Z - m2) fail to satisfy A3(0). 
Case 1. Iimsup&=O 
First suppose sup Z = lim sup Z = 0, i.e., Z is identically 0. sC(L, 0) is easily seen 
to satisfy A3(0) while sP+(L, 0) is a Ramsey space by Theorem 6 (Section 6) and 
so satisfies A3(0). 
Suppose now that lim supZ< sup(Z) and let m be maximal such that Z(m) > 
Z(n) for all n > m. If 0 Cm, then A3(0) holds for gP(L, 0) and sP+(L, 0) by 
Lemma 4.9. The case m = 0 follows from Lemma 9.2 and the previous paragraph. 
Case 2. lim sup Z = 1 
First suppose supe’=limsupe’. Note that Z-l=&, 1, 1, . . .) by (1) of 
Lemma 4.10. gP(L, 1) and 9’+(L, I) satisfy A3(0) by Theorem 2 (Section 5) and 
Lemma 9.6. If Z(0) = 1, then Y’(L, Z) and sP+(L, i;l) satisfy A3(0) by Lemma 9.1. 
If e’(0) = 0, then Y(L, e’) and sP+(L, Z) satisfy A3(0) by Lemmas 9.1 and 9.7. 
The proof if lim sup e’ < sup Z is similar to the correspon.ling part of the proof 
for Case 1. 
Case 3. 1 C lim sup Z 
Choose m such that Z(m) = lim sup Z and sup@ - m) = lim supZ. Z - 
flfd =L (Z(m), Z(m), . . . ) by (1) of Lemma 4.10. By Lemmas 9.1 and 9.5, neither 
sP(L, Z - m) or Y+(L, Z - m) satisfy A3(0). Cl 
Q-R ..4ssecme L = (a). If s’ E S( L, 2) is canonical, then t&Oa) + rO(av,) e 1-1 
for all weak reductions (to, t, , . . . > and (Q,, pi, . . . > of s’ iG S(L, 2). Therefore, if
z= (1,2,2,. . . ) neither Y(L, Z) or Y+(L, Z) satisfy A3(0). 
By the methods in the proofs of Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5. 0 
The determination of whether Y(L, e’) or Y’+(L, e’) is a Ramsey space in the 
case 1 LI = 1 and lim sup k = 2 will require the following lemma. 
e If 1 LI = 1 and is E S( L, 2) there is an ultrqfi!ter on (L 2) which is 
idempotent for each orderly term over 9’(L) that is an operation on 
contains the sets (s E W(L, 2): s is weakly (Zj - m)-structured) for m E cr). ’
2) and 
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conclusion of the lemma while UO, U1 and Uz. will be the projections of U3 by the 
functions of the form P,. Since the construction is similar to those in earlier 
sections, many details will be left to the reader. 
I.,et a be the unique symbol of L. 
Uo, Ul, U2 and U3 will be constructed to satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) U, * U, = U,, for n < 4. 
(ii) Unr*U,=U,dJ,=U,, formCnC4. 
(iii) P,( UJ = P,( Uz) = U& 
(iv) ea"@J3) =UP 
(v) PvJU3) = PU"V,W3) = u2= 
(vi) P,,(&) = U& 
(vii) For n c 4, (s E W(L, m,): s is weakly (S - m)-structured) is in U, for each 
mew, wheremO=Oj m1=m2=1 andm3=2. 
A subset X of W(L, 0) is O-positive if for all m E CL) there exists t E W(L, 2) 
which is weakly (ii, - m)-structured such that t(aa) E X. X is O-null if it is not 
O-positive. Clearly, the union of finitely many O-null sets is O-null. Let 6 be the 
filter on W( L, 0) consisting of those sets with O-null complement. Choose U. to 
be an ultrafilter extending & such that U’* U. = Uo. 
A subset X of W(L, 1) is l-positive if for each m E o there exists t E W(L, 2) 
which is weakly (rt - m)-structured such that t(avo) E X. X is l-null if it is not 
l-positive. Clearly, the set of l-null sets is an ideal. Let J$ be the filter on W(L, 1) 
consisting of all sets with l-null complement. Define C1 to be the collection of 
ultrafilters U on W(L, 1) extending F1 such that Pa(U) = U& C, is compact and 
easily seen to be nonempty. Moreover, U. * Cl, C, * U0 and C1 * C1 are contained 
in C1. Choose V E C1 * U. such that V * V = V and set UI = U,p V. By the usual 
arguments, Pa(&) = U. and U. * U, = U, * U, = UI * UI = U1. 
A subset X of W(L, 1) is 2-positive if for a!1 Y E U& 2 E U1 and m, n E ecp there 
exist too, . . . , tn E W(L, 2) such that (to,. . . , a,,) is a reduction of a finite initial 
segment of 1;3 - m (with respect to st), &+vO) * l l l *t&v,) E X for all 
wo, l l l 9 w, E { voa, vovo}, fo(wo) * l l l * f&Q e 2 for all w,, . . . , w, e (aa, avo} 
where at least one wi is avo and to(aa) * l l l * t,,(aa) E Y. X is 2-null if it is not 
2-positive. Using the Hales-Jewett theorem (Theorem 9 of Secticn 6) for the 
alphabet {voa, v,v,), one can show that the union of two 2-null sets is 2-null. In 
this case, however, the fact that W(L, 1) itself is not 2-null takes an argument. 
One possibility is to use induction on n simultaneously for all Y E Uo, 2 E U, and 
m E o to show 
C2 * Ul and Cz * C2 are contained in C2 and P*(U) = U. for 
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and nonempty. Also, C3 * &, Uz * C3 and C3 * C3 are contained in C3. Choose 
U+$asusualsothat ~~*Um=Um*U3=U3form~3. 
By the characterization of orderly terms over s+(L) in Lemma 4.5, one easily 
sees U3 satisfies the lemma. Cl 
. If IL1 = 1, then gP+(L, 2) satisfies A3(0). 
Let F be the collection of orderly terms over T+(L) which are operations 
on W( L, 2). 9 can be shown to be finitely based by a proof similar to the proofs 
of Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 7.2. 
Using an ultrafiiter U from Lemma 9.6, the lemma can be verified by a 
construction like that used in Lemma 7.3. Cl 
$9.11, If 1 LI = 1, then 9’( L, 2) satisfies A3(0). 
olF, Let i5 E S(L, 2) and Xs W(L, 2”. Let Z E S(L, 2) be the constant 
sequence Z(n) = Q,V~ for n E o. Define X’ to be the collection of 2-structured 
elements w of W(L, 2) (i.e., all weak reductions of some z’ r n) such that 
(i? 1 n)(w) E X where I w I= 2n. By Lemma 9.11, there is a reduction F of Z in 
S(L, 2) which is strongly homogeneous fG;, X’. it(F) is homogeneous for X. Cl 
A3(0). 
If lL(=landZ=(0,2,2,... ), thpz cP(L, Z) and SP+(L, e’) satisfy 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 9.7 using Lemmas 9.11 and 9.10 instead of 
the fact that Y(L, 1) is a Ramsey space. 0 
Assume IL1 = 1 and Z is bounded. Y(L, Z) is a Ramsey space iff 
.Y+ (L, Z) is a Ramsey space iff one of the following is true 
(1) limsupe’s 1. 
(2) lim sup Z = 2 and if m is minimal such that Z(n) G 2 whentsver ms n, then 
Z(n) + I whenever m s n. 
of. It is sufficient to show that if Z satisfies (1) or (2), then sP(L, Z) and 
gP+(L, Z) satisfy A3(0) while if (5) and (2) fail, then Y(L, e’ -ml) and 
ZY’+( L, Z - mz) fail to satisfy A3(0) for some ml and m2. 
&se 1. lim sup& 1 
Tbe proofs of the first two cases in the proof of Theorem 1 carry over to the 
case IL1 = 1 without change. 
Case 2. lim sup Z = 2 
irst suppose lim sup Z = sup Z. emma 4.10, Z- 1=5_22,2,. . .). 
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Z(0) = 2, then Lemmas 9.1, 9.10 and 9.11 imply Y’(L, Z) and sP+(L, Z) satisfy 
A?(O). If Z(0) = 0 SP(E, e’) and sP+(L, e’) satisfy A3(0) by Lemmas 9.1 and 9.12. If 
Z(n) = 1, then Y(L, Z) and Y+(L, Z) fail to satisfy A3(0) by (1) of Lemmas 4.10, 
9.1 and 9.8. 
The proof for the subcase with lim sup Z < sup Z follows from Lemma 9.2 and 
the previous paragraph. 
Case 3. 2 < lim sup Z 
Choose m such that Z(m) = lim sup Z and Z(n) s Iim sup Z whenever m G n. By 
(1) of Lemma 4.10, Z - m =L (e’(m), Z(m j, . . . ). By Lemma 9.7, neither 
sP(L, Z(m)) or Y+(L, Z(m)) satisfy A3(0). Lemma 9.1 implies that neither 
sP(L, Z - m) or Y+(L, Z - m) satisfy A3(0). Cl 
Assume h is a bounded infinite sequence of positive natural 
numbers. If Z’is the infinite sequence of natural numbers given by Z(2n) = d(n) and 
Z(2n + 1) = 0, then gP+(O, 6) satisfies A3(0) iff sP+(B, Z) does. 
,lap&. The follawkg v%m is easiiy verified. 
If Z, 2 E S(0, 6), then s’ is a weak reduction of 7 iff (s’(O), ( ), 
) is a weak reduction of (f(O), ( ), l(l), ( ), . . . ). 
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 9.1. Cl 
. -Assume d is a bounded infinite sequence of positive natural numbers 
and for n E o, z,, is a Fnite sequence all of whose terms are zero such that 
lz()l S 1211 S l l l . If Z is (d(O))*&*(d(l))~~&** .a, thtn 9(L, d) satisfies A3(0) 
iff Zf’(L, i?) does. 
Similar to the proof of the previous lemma. Cl 
Assume Z is bounded. Y(4), Z) is a Ramsey space # sP+(fl, e’) is a 
Ramsey space iff one of the following is true 
(1) lim sup Z G 2. 
(2) Iim sup Z = 3 and if m is minimal such that e’(n) 6 3 whenever m =G n, then 
~(n j + 2 whenever m S n. 
mas 7.4 and 7.5, and Theorem 13. 
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The previous sections have concentrated on finite alphabets because for infinite 
L, there are very simple examples to show sP(L, Z) and sP+(L, Z) are not Ramsey 
space unless lim sup Z is 0. There are modifications of Y(L, Z) and Y’(L, Z) for 
infinite L, however, which are Ramsey spaces. 
1 Assume i= (Lo, L1,. . .) 
sequence of alphabets 
is a monotone nondecreasing infinite 
with union L and s’, 2 E S(L). If h E S(L, Z) define SE? if 
there exists G E S(L) and finite nonempty sequences & for n E o such that 
13(n) E W&z)) has length Z(n), S-(n) is the concatenation of the terms of $ and 
i((iir)=&)*&** l l . Define S’S:? if there exists no< nl c n2 < l l l such that 
3s~. i, where ?(k) = ?(nk) and k?(k) = i(nc). 
The use of a sequence of finite alphabets was suggested by ibler as a method 
of generalizing Theorem 2 (Section 5) to infinite L. 
Lf ic,) = i for all n, then pi: and ~2 are just <L and ~2. 
efWion 10.2. Assume i is a monotone nondecreasing infinite sequence of 
alphabets with union L and Z is an infinite sequence of natural numbers. Y(i, Z) 
is the pair (S(L, Z), GZ) and Y’+(L’, Z) is (S(L, Z), a;). 
Y(i, i?) is a partial order with approximations and 9’+(c”, Z) is a pree-partial 
order with approximations. 
I!!!. Assume i is a monotone nondecreasing infinite sequence of finite 
alphabetc with infinite union and Z is an infinite sequence of natural numbers. 
9(i, e”) is a Ramsey space # Y’(i, Z) is a Ramsey space iff either Z is unbounded 
or lim sup Z S 1. 
The case .Y’(i, Z) where Z(n) = 1 for 41 n is due to Miller and Prikry. 
The proof of TheCzzm 15 is similar to the proofs in earlier sections for finite 
alphabets for cardinality at least 2. The constructions of the necessary ultrafilters 
are essentially the same except for an obvious modification of the concepts of 
weakly G-structured and G-structured. These are analogues of st and =$ by 
which the verification that 9’(i, Z) and Y’(i, Z) is reduced to checking A3. In 
checking A3, collections of operations 9(i, Z) and s’(z, Z) are defined which 
are finitely based over s’(L) and allow the use of Lemma 2.18. 
The perfect tree version of the ern-L5iuchEi theorem was generalize 
products of infinitely ny perfect trees by Laver in [ 1 i] as an application of the 
main theorem there ( 
ary version of 
15. Vn fact, the perfec 
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which does not appear to follow easily from the main result of [ 111. On the other 
hand, the main ~esuli of [ll] does not appear to reduce to the results in this 
paper. Roughly speaking, the results of this paper and the results of [ll] seem to 
have the generalization of the perfect tree version of the Halpem-Lguchli 
theorem to infinite products of trees as their common part after which they 
diverge by being concerned with different types of homogeneity. Laver reformu- 
lated the original version of the Halpem-Liuchli theorem in what he calls the 
dense set version. A very appealing conjecture in [11] is that the dense set version 
of the Halpern-LQuchli theorem generalizes to products of infinitely many trees. 
Theorem 5 of [11] lies between the generalization of the perfect tree version of 
the Halpern-La”uchli theorem to infinitely many trees and this conjecture. 
The results of this paper grew out of joint work with Simpson [l]. Theorem 2 
(Section 5) ;a stated in [I] which also contains an announcement of some of the 
generaiizations in this paper without sp=~+ WWLIAi statements. The original proof of 
Theorem 3 was generalized by Miller and Prikry to show that 9’(& 1) is a 
Ramsey space if each &) is finite. The resuits on arbitrary sP(L, Z) and 
Y”(L, Z) came later. 
A natural question is how the main results of this paper, Theorem 11 (Section 
8) in particular, compare with the main result of [l] (Theorem 7, Section 6). Of 
course Theorem 11 implies Theorem 2 which was used in the derivation of 
Theorem 7, but the argument cannot be called completely trivial and, in addition, 
it relies on the abstract Ellentuck theorem. There does not seem to be an 
immediate derivation of Theorem 7 from Tlheorem II but there is a substantial 
improvement over the earlier proof. It relies on (3) of Lemma 5 (Section 3) 
rather than the abstract Ellentuck theorem. This lemma and the remark after 
Lemma 3 (Section 3) reduce the question of whether W(L) is a Ramsey space to 
showing that every set which is Bore1 in the product topology is Ramsey. There is 
a simple proof of this fact from Theorem Il. 
Assume L is a finite alphabet. Define n:S(L, Z)+ W(L, o) by n(Z) = 
s’(O)*?(l)*= l l , where Z(n) = ~1. This map is not continuous with respect o the 
natural topologies but it is continuous with respect to the product topologies. 
Moreover, d~(Bi(ni Z) 2 S2(n, n(S)), where 9, = sP(J& Z) and 9& = W(L). If 
! then n-‘(X) is Bore1 in the 
ere exists Z stich that either 
in which case either zsb#, n(g)) E X 
is argument o accommodate 
E kV(L, w), one can show that a subset of 
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